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Jason Copeland and Tyson Moore of the Renegades soccer team fight for the ball at a practice on Sept. 19. Coach Pierre Ramirez plans 
to start a women's team, so long as enough students are interested. 
By Jenn Zimmennan 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
Columbia's intramural soccer 
team changed things up for its new 
season, which started on Sept. 17. A 
new team is in the making for the 
female athletes out there. 
After its fust season last year the 
team strayed away from becom-
ming a co-ed team. Coach Pierre 
Ramirez, a sophomore audio 
a~oustics major, is trying to estab-
lish an all-women's team to bal-
ance out the strictly all-male team. 
"A lot of girls showed interest 
[last year] but didn't show up 
for practices or games," 
· Ramirez said. 
Currently the team is part of 
the SportsMonster.net league, a 
website that helps intramural 
teams connect to compete against 
each other. Ramirez said in order 
to follow SportsMonster.net reg-
ulations there had to be a certain 
number of women on the field for 
, co-ed games. With participation 
lacking, it was hard to keep the 
team integrated when they had no 
women players. 
"The girls were fun to be with," 
Ramirez said. "They always had a 
problem every game but I told 
them I would help them out." 
Jessica Nai l, a junior advertis-
ing major, played on last year's 
co-ed team. She said that sched-
uling conflicts largely con-
tributed to women not being 
able to shew up to practices or 
games. 
" It's not like a university," Nail 
said. " It's expensive in Chicago 
and we have jobs." 
See Soccer, Page 6 
·Plymouth dorm to 
undergo renovations 
Getting a closer look at 
Student Center, 
other amenities to 
be considered 
By Amanda Maurer 
Campus News Editor 
"It's making sense in the logic 
of how things are set up and where 
students need to go to get the serv-
ices they need," Oakes said. 
Taunya Woods, director of 
Counseling Services, agreed and 
said the move has helped the 
Columbia students weren't the Counseling staff to become a 
only ones hauling boxes in and stronger group of professionals. 
around the Residence Center this Despite these changes, admin-
fall; a few of the college's offices istrators said students have not 
also moved into the building. been confused by the moves. 
However, those are some of the They believe this is because a 
changes that will happen in the majority of the students who 
Residence Center, 73 1 S. visit the offices are new to the 
Plymouth Court, this year. campus this year. 
In addition to moving offices The changes won't end at 
to more convenient locations, office switches. College admin-
the college will finalize plans to istrators have proposed a num-
revamp the first and lower ber of renovation projects for the 
floors in the Residence Center, Residence Center that will likely 
which will lead to the creation begin this summer. 
of new facilities, including a These plans come after a walk-
student center. _ing tour of campus that several 
In the Residence~enter, the administrators and student repre-
office of-Residence Life moved sentm:ives took last spring. The 
down the hall from its previous tour revealed several areas that 
l~ation to a space that could the college felt could be reconfig-
hold all of the staff memberso On - ured to better serve students. 
the same floor students can now The current lack of student . 
find the office of Counseling space forced administrators to 
Services. The office relocated fmd these more immediate solu-
from its old home in the Wabash tion since the college's approved 
Campus Building, 623 S. $90 million campus center, which 
Wabash Ave. will include several floors for a 
Mary Oakes, director of student common area, will not 
Residence Life, said these break ground for a few years. 
changes have helped organize Mark Kelly, vice president of 
the campus since related offices 
are now closer· to one another. See Renovations, Page 7 
the South Loop's alderman 
By James H. Ewert Jr. 
City Beat Editor 
Before ·becoming the alderman 
of one of Chicago's fastest-grow-
ing neighborhoods in I 993, 
Madeline Haithcock had been liv-
ing in the 2nd Ward, which encom-
passes the South Loop and much of 
the West Loop, fo r decades. 
However, many students don't 
even know she exists. 
Amanda Campbell, a junior soci-
ology major at Roosevelt 
University who lives in the 
University Center of Chicago, 525 
Second Ward Alderman Madeline Haithcock sits for an interview 
on Sept. 19. In 1993 she was appointed to her office by former 
Alderman Bobby Rush. She has served ever since. 
S. State St., said she doesn't know 
who the alderman is because she 
just moved into the area, but 
offered an explanation of why most 
students don't know either. 
"You can get kind of immersed 
m the subculture of being a student, 
and if you're not forced to go out-
side of the area, many won't," 
Campbell said. 
Appointed by former Alderman 
Bobby Rush, now a U.S. repre-
sentative, Haithcock has served as 
alderman for more than 13 years, 
winning re-election three times, 
and will be running again next 
February in the citywide alder-
manic elections. 
Her early exper:ience in the state 
treasurer's office and work as a 
banker may have helped shape her 
perspective regarding the role the 
student population plays in the 2nd 
Ward's expanding South Loop. 
" I see [the students' role] as an 
economic asset," Haithcock said. 
'The students are going to buy from 
the different places, [they're] going 
to buy food, going [to] buy clothes." 
While overseeing the unprece-
dented economic expansion and 
development of the South Loop, 
Haithcock said having 50,000 stu-
dents in the area 'has certainly 
helped. Despite that, the laSt time 
she was on campus speaking with 
students in area, she felt most were 
See Haithcock, Page 27 
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I've got a raging 
case of senioritis 
By Hayley Graham, Editor-in-Chief 
Since c lasses began this I've come up with a few theo- to spending my n ig hts in a TV fall and The Chronicle ries. Since my senioritis is still trance, l have been push ing got back in full swing, in the early stages of progres- homework aside and going 
just about every editor in th is s ion l figured it wou ld be best out . 
office has been sick. And this to try to determine the means l work full time now, but I 've 
week I fi nally came down with of contraction before it catches never been out in the "real 
something .. However, I have a up wi th my GPA. If l figure world," where l assume coming 
bad feeling that it 's goi ng to be out why I 've got it, then hope- into work exhausted because of 
much harder to shake than the fully I can cure it. a late night out with friends is 
average head cold. · I'm graduating in May, and unacceptable. Thinking about 
I have senioritis. That's right , ! I'm wiggin' out. Sure, I've said this makes me worry that my 
said it, and I'm not sorry about that l can ' t wait to be done with time to have fun and be sponta-
it. Sure, it's only the fourth week school, but I have no definite neous is limited. 
of school, but just like a virus plan for the future. Being the Aside from being worried 
that creeps up on you, my r---.,..._.,... _______ ....,IT ___ .,. that I might become 
senioritis began to emerge a couch potato, l 
with what seemed like no have also been think-
warning. ing about all o f the 
At the beginning of things that l wanted 
last week l started feel- to do while I was in 
ing the symptoms when col lege that I haven' t 
l decidetl to skip my done yet. 
Tuesday morning class Sure I 've found 
to wait for a ticket to myself on a sailboat 
see a free Lupe Fiasco in Lake Michigan at 
show. Then, of. course 4 a.m. during finals 
the whole day was wast- week, but I s till 
ed by my anticipation haven't partied at a 
~~~:~~ ~~1(o~h~~~:s~e- ~ a N r 0 R \ 11 S ~~~ :~~~~n~~~~ne 
ing ·on the work I need- \) ~ road trip. Even if I 
ed to do. never slept, I d on ' t 
Just li ke a rising fever think l would be 
that leads to the shi vers able to accomplish 
and cold sweats, I felt everything. 
the wrath of m y irre- The common per-
sponsibility the day after ception of college is 
the show-! was unprepared in obsessive planner and goal seller that it 's supposed to be the 
my c lasses, and looked like a that I am, just the thought of best time of your life. That 
fool when I had to desc ribe to wearing that hideous graduation statement a lone is enough to 
my instructor my plans for a cap and gown and walking launch a sen io r into a partying 
project that I had completely across the stage nearly sends me frenzy. If this is supposed to 
forgotten the premise of. Right into a cold sweat. be the best time of my li fe, 
when I thought I was on the And not only do I not a have then what's next'' 
road to recovery, I took a turn a job lined up. but I ' m a lso With all these unanswered 
for the worse when my next afraid that things will get ord i- ques tions, which I'm sure a lot 
class instructor asked for nary. Maybe the fact that I of senio rs are ask ing, it's no 
everyone to turn in the essay l don "t want to be one of those wonder seniorit is seems to 
had completely forgotten boring people who only talks spread rap id ly through upper-
about. about TV shows is causing me classmen every year. I guess 
So alter a week of this ill- to throw my preparation for the on ly c ure is graduation . 
ness, I have been trying to class out the window. Afra id o f 
determine how I caugh! it, and sliding down the slippe ry_ s lope hgralwmr:i!.k hroniclemai/. cum 
In Your Opinion 
Do you· know who the South Loop's 
alderman is? 
"No idea. I pmhahly 
shou_{d find that 
out. 
Mark l>t.:rt\'1 , 20 , 
\ 11phtJI'rHifC , 1/JICrHir 
;uthllc<: turc 
"No, hecause it 
doesn 't concern me. " 
Mall Olsen, 25 , j unior, 
JCHi rnalism 
7-Day forecast for Chicago 
"No. t; ·ust don't 
know, haven i 
asked. " 
J.akcsha I vnry, 20, sopho-
more, musit.: business 
"'''\'l!i 
. ~ 
"No, I don I know. 1 've 
never heard of" it 
hejiwe." · 
R:u.:hcl Wodzinski, I X, 
frcsl1rnan. pht1tography 
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ASL annual open house 
The American Sign Language and· 
Interpretation Department will hold . its 
open house from noon to 6 p.m. on Sept. 
·room 217 in.the Wabash Campus Centei, 623 
Wabash Ave. All faculty, staff and students · 
welcome to attend. · 
For more information, COf!laCt Sh~ri(a Bolden • 
at (312)344-7837. . . , . ~: ~ ,;;, 
BITCHFest 
Bitch Magazine foWlders Lisa Jervis and Andi 
Zeisler'wilrpresent the magazine's best essays to:' 
coinmemorate·its 1Oth anniversary. ·The event \\(ilf 
be held from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. on Sept. 28~ inc • 
Ferguson Hall in the Alexandroff Campus Centei; . 
600 S. Michigan Ave. · -
For more information, contact K Suzanil(! .. 
Saulsberry at (312)344-8829. . 
Siobhan Davies Dance Company ·· 
A performance by the independent British 
contemporary dance company will be held at 8 
p.m. on Sept 28 in the Dance Center, 1306 S. 
Michigan Ave.Tickets for general admission 
range from $22 to $26, but discoWlts are .avail, 
able to Columbia students. 
For more information, contact the Dance 
Center box office at (312)344-8300. 
Asian American Film Festival 
A four-part film festival to present a broad range of 
Asian films to the American audience wiU b~gin ~- : 
with a reception at 6 p.m. on Sept 28 at Film R~w. 4 
Cinema in the Theater/Film Annex,. 1415 S. 'i~, 
Michigan Ave. The f1rst screening will begin at 7:.30 'll 
p.m. Admission is free for all Columbia students, 
-faculty and staff with valid school ID. Prices vary 
per screening for the general public. · · 
For more information, contact Chris Naka at 
(31 2)344-82 13. 
THE 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
r·~:r 
If you huve 1111 up<·oming event or announcement, 
contuct The Chronicle's news desk 
chronicle@colum.edu 
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Parents fall behind 
oil saving for college 
Survey shows few 
students enter college 
with financial help 
By Jim Jaworski . 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
With the rising cost of higher 
education, parents are often not 
able to save enough money for 
their children's schooling, increas-
ing dependence on loans and caus-
ing students to leave college with 
unprecedented debt. 
"My parents couldn't afford to 
(put money away for collegt! ]," 
said Sara Pittman, a junior fashion 
design major at Columbia. "They 
~ould love to, but I had a brother 
who went to college too. It's hard. 
My mom is just starting to finish 
paying off her student loans." 
Pittman isn't alone. According 
to a survey by Sallie Mae, the 
nation's largest private student 
loan company, 76 percent of par-
ents aren 't able to save money for 
their children's college education. 
While many private and state-
sponsored programs exist, parents 
are still heavily relying on loans 
instead of savings. About rwo-
thirds of Columbia students pay 
for tuition through loans, accord-
ing to Timothy Bauhs, executive 
director of Student Financial 
Services. 
Martha Holler, spokeswoman 
for Sallie Mae, said that a supris-
ing amount of parents wait until 
only a year before their child 
begins college to begin discussing 
how to p~y tuition. 
"This is something to start 
thinking about early," she said. 
Many programs exist to assist 
parents with saving for their 
child's education. State-sponsored 
savings programs called 529 plans 
allow parents to save money tax-
free. There is more than $100 bil-
lion ·currently invested in 529 
plans, according to Holler. While 
the number may seem large, it 
only averages out to roughly 
$1,400 per American child. 
The biggest advantage of 529 
plans is the ability to avoid taxes 
on money put fonh for the child's 
education. The parent remains in 
sole possession of the money and 
the child cannot make any with-
drawals, rt!gardless of age. When 
the money is taken out of the 529 
account, it is not counted as 
income for either the parent or the 
child, therefore tax-free. The 
money is also tax-deferred when 
initially invested. 
Holler said investing at the first 
opportunity, even before a child is 
born, is easier than some may think. 
"(Parents think] 'Maybe I can 
set it up and name myself as the 
beneficiary and down the road 
when I have children I can change 
[the account to them],"' she said. 
"'So, I've already accumulated a 
nest egg, and I' m going to contin-
ue to contribute to it, and it will 
continue to grow until that child is 
college age."' 
See Savings, Page 8 
$1,790 $~,327 $7,924 $13,023 
$3,580 $8,654 $15,848 · $26,046 
$5,369 $12,981 $23,772 $39,069 
$7,159 $17,308 $31,696 $52,093 
*Total tuition for four years at Columbia - $65,312 Based on 2006 - 2007 tuition rates. 
**Approximate value based on 7% annual yield 
Joshua CovarrublaS/The Chronicle 
Freshmen required to head 
toward the new millennium 
Program replaces 
former Freshman 
Studies course 
By Jenn Zimmerman 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
By the 2008-2009 school year 
all Columbia freshmen will have 
what it takes to find their voices as 
artists, according to the objective 
of the new program, !'lew 
Millennium Studies: First Year 
Seminar. 
Broken down into four differ-
ent units, the classes are designed 
to help students articulate their 
message as artists by discovering 
themselves, said Robert Lagueux, 
director of the seminar. The class 
is dedicated to helping students 
find out who they are and what 
they want to say through books, 
films and class discussion. 
Mi!lenniu.n Studies replaces 
Freshman Seminar, which was 
previously an elective available 
to incoming students. Lagueux 
said he is aiming for Millennium 
Studies to concentrate less on 
introducing students to a college 
lifestyle in the city, which he said 
was a major component of 
Freshman Seminar, and more on 
developing students as artists. 
"One of the vital lessons of get-
ting a higher education is know-
ing who you are in the larger 
world," Lagueux said. "That's a 
well-educated person.'' 
Fifty perct!nt of the freshman 
class was chosen at random to 
take New Millennium Studies 
this year through a phase-in 
process, according to Lagueux. 
Next year 75 percent will be cho-
sen to participate, making the fol-
lowing 2008-2009 school year 
the first to require all freshmen to 
take the ccurse. 
Lagueux said they have ·to 
gradually work the seminar into 
the curriculum because they don't 
have enough faculty to teach the 
entire freshman class. 
Teresa Prados-Torreira, a facul-
ty member in the Libera l 
Education Department, taught the 
class in the spring semester 2006. 
"The common theme is trying to 
integrate [students'] interests in the 
media arts with the [Liberal Arts 
and Science] classes and English," 
Prados-Torre ira said. "It's an inte-
gration of their curriculum." 
Prados-Torreira is among other 
teachers who are chosen at ran-
dom from the three different 
schools of Columbia: Liberal 
Arts and Sciences, Media Arts 
and Fine and Performing Arts, 
according to Lagueux. He feels 
that it is beneficial for the stu-
dents studying different majors to 
have teachers from all of the 
schools. 
See Millennium, Page 8 
Rachael Stracher/The Chronicle 
Fiction major Patrick Vans lee looks at work at Columbia's Art 
of the Library exhibition in the South Campus Building, 624 S. 
Michigan Ave., on Sept. 14. 
Books and paint; 
art hits the library 
By Beth Palmer 
Staff Writer 
Although· Columbia has a 
number of galleries throughout 
campus, students may forget 
that the library doubles as a 
gallery too. 
"Art of the Library" displays 
work created by Columbia's stu-
dents, alumni, faculty and staff. 
The library 's third floor serves 
as gallery space for the artwork, 
which has changed every quar-
ter and showcased the art of 
more than 50 students since the 
gallery's inception in 2002. 
Andersonville and by creating a 
- letter in the "You Are Beautiful" 
campaign on State Street in the 
North Loop. 
"My work has long been estab-
lished and my influences don't 
come from exhibiting, but from 
being alive and experiencing 
interactions ... and of course, from 
an insane compulsion to con-
stantly create," Lappie said. 
Art of the Library also influ-
enced others, including Kristy 
Bowen, a Columbia library circu-
lation assistant. 
In 2002, Art of the Library cura-
tor and collection maintenance and 
Currently there 
are I 0 Columbia 
affiliates show-
cased in the pro-
gram. They will 
be on display until 
the quarterly 
change Nov. 16. 
"Last year,/ was 
asked to be part of a 
show at 'Woman 
Made Gallery' based 
011 a piece the curator 
had seen in the 
library. " 
preservation librari-
an Larry Oberc 
asked Bowen to 
think about creating 
a visual manifest of 
her poetry and to 
participate in the 
exhibit. Bowen then 
began to experi-Joseph Lappie, 
a graduate student 
majoring in book 
and paper arts, 
submitted 12 
ment with text-art 
- Kristy Bowen, librar y installations. 
circulation assistant " I made these 
intaglio prints to 
the current Art of the Library. 
Lappie 's work was created by 
using copper plates. ferric chlo-
ride and rosin during the intaglio 
process, a printmaking technique. 
"Art [of] the Library is a great 
opportunity for students, staff 
and faculty to show their work 
in a well-trafficked area and a 
good experience for students 
who are just starting to exhibit," 
Lappie said. 
His prints are part of a 300-piece 
series he expects to complete in I 0 
years. 
Lappie has toured nationally 
and has developed his local 
presence by participating in 
shows like "Pulped Fiction" at 
Las Manos gallery in 
banners out of 
muslin with poetry 
written across them, this wax 
paper trail of text leading from the 
first floor [of the library], up the 
stairs, and around the third floor," 
she said. 
Bowen's journey into visual 
poetry led to an exhibit in River 
West. 
"Last year, I was asked to be 
part of a show at ' Woman Made 
Gallery' based on a piece the 
curator had seen in the library," 
she said. 
Bowen now creates collages, 
incorporating both her own text 
and discovered text, and sells these 
and other visual pieces online. 
Columbia webmaster Ivan 
See Library, Page 9 
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago 
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St. 
Concert Hall Events 
Tuesday September 26 
Paul Wertico, Rich Corpolongo & Doug Lofstrom 
m Concert 12:30 PM 
Free lmprov Workshop by Paul Wertico, 
Rich Corpolongo & Doug Lofstrom 
Wednesday September 27 
Pianist Philip Seward in Concert 
Thursday September 28 
Saxophonist David Sanchez 
WrJ rk s hop/Pc rforma nc;e 
1:30PM 
12:30 PM 
12:30 f'M 
1\11 ••v•ul , "' ' lnr nulo •.• ul lll'l\\ l .o' 11"1•·.1 
' ' ' '"'""" '" ' ' ' lf'l l l f•, \1 111 
r more Information cutact racyclfngllcolum.edu 
C:t!LUM~A COLlE6t RECJCLIN& PROGRA/1 
Columbia .,-
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. activejact\ve 
'n PERFORMATIVE PTURE 
ICII ca • .-.-srt I tsW--I"' .... I... NnsWCJl 
Cebllemlra.......,_ 
,.,..._,.bee~~w~ 
C] 
..... 1 •r•lil 16 Work directly with prolessiooal visiting artist Cella Herrera 
Rodriguez! Students will be com-led with a small stipend. 
_ .............. ,.,.,l •• ,. .. , ., ........... !IIIIIIW .... ...... 
.......... 
1... Assist In the gathering of materlals from watei'W8)S In the rural areas 
surrounding Chk:ago. For this acttvity, )IOU must be available for the weekend of 
October 7th and/or 8th from earty morning until ftnish. 
2. Assist In the building of the pieces and ;nslallatlon at the pllery on 
OCtober 9th, 10th, and Uth. ptease plan to work In 3 hour Increments. 
3. Help plan ·and participate In the tina! performance ot the 
prayec rft:ual on October 12th, 7pm at the Glass Curtain Geltery. 
••...-.:.-----... ---. -- ~ .. .... ~ 
-~~~~~--~ A relaxed, good sense of humor, and must enMcollecUYe projects as well as 
the abUily to work with natuml ftber& and construction with natu~ meteriell. Experience wtth 
Installation and performance • plus but not neoesury. Art Interest In lndilllmOUs/XIcana/o, 
L.atlno, Nro-laUno culture and art IS atso helpfut 
-~ Send a short 5etter of Interest to Mark Porter. Glass CUt18ln Gal..-y Exhibition 
Coordinator at mportefOoolum.edu ot Suite IF, U04 S. Wabash Ave. Chicago, IL, 60605 
.........,. ContDct Awllda Rodrlg.Liez:, Onlce of Latino CulturaiAtfelra, at 312.344,7812 or 
¥fa emall1U emallaWildaOgmell.corn 
••• • r• :Ocll••• 2,..., u-
ace 
Exhibition at Glass Curtain Gallery 
August 28- September 29 
[C]Spaces presents: 
MY¥ U 
Lecture and Slide Presentation 
September 28, 2006, 6 pm 
Conaway Center, 1104 S Wabash Ave 
Arrry Youngs creates mixed-media, Interactive sculptures and digital media works, that 
explore the complex relationship between technology and our changing concept of 
nature and self. She has exhibited her works nationally and Internationally. Her artwork 
has been reviewed in publications such as, The Chicago Sun Times, The Chicago Reader. 
San Francisco Bay Guardian. RealTime and Artweek. She has lectured on her work widely, 
including at the california State University. Long Beach, the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology. the Australian canter For the Moving Image and the Perth Institute for 
Contemporary Art. Youngs currently lives in Columbus, Ohio, where she worl<s as an 
Assistant Professor in the Department of Art at The Ohip State University. 
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How to avoid cosdy 
landlord problems 
By Marissa Hutton-Gavel 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN COLLEGIAN 
(Colorado State U.) 
Colorado State University stu-
dent Taryn Foellmer has heartily 
scmbbed and swept, l:ut it never 
seems to work. 
"I 've never gollen my flill secu-
rity deposit back no matter how 
hard we clear.ed," said Foellmer, a 
senior technical joum3lism major. 
Foellmer 's situation is one that 
thousands of s:udents who rent 
must face. But students aren 't at 
the mer~y of their landlords. 
The U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development 
has some specific rules and regula-
tions about housing, and being 
familiar with both renters' rights 
and landlords ' may make the dif-
ference between a comfortable 12-
month lease and sleeping on a 
friend's couch. 
Kathy Harward, director of 
Student Legal Services at CSU, 
said along with roommates not 
paying rent, one of the most com-
mon problems college students 
have is not getting their security 
deposits back. 
According to the Colorado 
Division of Housing website, land-
lards have 30 days after the termi-
nation of a lease to either return the 
deposit or provide a statement of 
damages and deductions. 
Certain states allow landlords to 
take up to 60 days to retum the 
deposit if that was the agreement 
on the original lease. But if it was-
n' t and a written statement of 
deductions wasn't given w ithin 
those 30 days, the landlord auto-
matically forfeits his or her right to 
keep any of the deposit. 
Also, a landlord can ' t keep the 
deposit to repair normal wear 
and tear. 
A tenant whose deposit . is 
unlawfully withheld could get up 
to tluee times the amount of the 
deposit ~s well as court and attor-
ney fees. But, Harward said, that's 
only if the l.mdlord is given seven 
days' notice in writing before the 
matter is filed in court. 
Another lease stipulation is the 
rent agreement. As long as an 
amount and conditions are speci-
fied, rent is locked in until the 
lease is up. 
!fa lease doesn' t exist, landlords 
can increase rent as long as they 
g ive proper notice. 
Harward al so explained that 
unless the lease says otherwise, 
landlords can enter the property at 
any time to make repairs. 
She added that a common prob; 
lem is students wanting to get out of 
a lease before the term has expired .• 
"Unless there. is wording in the 
lease that gives you a right toter-
minate, you may be held liable 
for rent for the rest of the term," 
she said. 
And; of course, there's the 
Habitability Code. 
According to the Colorado 
Division of Housing, habitability 
is the condition of a building 
which does not threaten the safety 
of the tenants. 
There is no set code for the 
state, but the Fort Collins, Colo., 
Building and Zoning Department 
has· a published rental brochure 
listing the mir.imum require-
ments for habitability. These 
!nclude: lit hallways, windows in 
each unit or property, hot and 
cold wa:er, potential emergency 
exits and permanent heating 
facilities. 
More than anything, Harward 
advises students to be cautious: 
"Read the lease caref~ lly and 
make sure you understand it." 
-Ntdtrlll Nellee(The Chronicle 
CJ Tindal and Pete AVelis of the Renegades soccer team practice on-Sept 19. This year the number of 
students interested in both mens and womens teams has greatly increased. 
Soccer: 
Team searches for 
new competition 
Continued from Front Page 
the more competitive leag(le of the 
Illinois State Soccer Association 
so they can start playing against 
other cc !leges in the spri.'lg. 
Adam Salasek, ·a senior film and 
video maj6r and the team's sweeper, 
said men and women are more 
interested in the team this year 
because of last year's record, which 
However, Nail said there is still he said was close to a 50-50 division 
hope for women interested in play- of wins and losses. 
ing soccer. "I think people have an under-
Even though an all-women's stan.ding that we hear," Salasek 
team may not come around until said. "In general there is more of a 
next year, there will still be a co-ed demand for [soccer] so it will con-
team for the winter 'season. tinue to grow each year." 
" We had a really good . time T.ying the first game I -I last 
playing with the boys," she said. week, Ramirez and adviser to the 
"But at the same time I understand team, Keith Kostecka, said only 
the reasoning [for having an all minor changes need to occur for 
boys. team]... their team to be successful 
With the boys' team looking to tftr9ughout this season. 
become more competitive, Nail said "We just need to get more fit, 
the other women players are also run a little more, and get the 
supportive of the boys' establishing defense tighter," Ramirez said. 
a men 's team ·because it helps them Kostecka also said that commu-
get into more intense leagues. nication on the field is key for the 
Having three seasons a year, team to improve. 
fall , winter and spring leagues, ''I'm keeping my eye out for 
There is no limit as to who can 
join the intramural sport, which . 
consists of I 8 p\ayers who partici-
pate in the Sunday games. Still, 
Salasek said Tuesdays arc the only 
open practice day for .men to try to 
join in with the team, leaving 
Thursdays just for the "dedicated 
team" that plays in the games. 
. Ramirez said the roster is not 
guaranteed and can change 
depending on what other people 
might show up during the open 
practice sessions. However, usual-
ly the only players who dO sbow· 
up for practices are the ones play-
ing in the games. 
"It's based on skills and 
showing up at practices," he 
said. " Your dedication to the 
team is what matters." 
The fall season ends Oct. 29, 
according to Salasek, but will start 
up again as part Of an indoor 
league to run through winter. 
Games are held every Sunday at 
Hawthorne Park near the 54 and 
Cermak Blue Line stop. 
Ramirez said he is looking to join what I can," Kostecka said. jzimmerman@chroniclemail.com 
~----------------~----~~------
Facebook adds features to tneet users' needs 
Students displeased 
with features, security 
options created 
By Hallie C Falquet 
U-WIRE (DC BUREAU) 
For some student\, Facebock is 
more than just a soc ial-networking 
website. 
" I chetk it, like, 7 ,000 times a 
day ... marnly to stalk people," 
~ard 17-year-old Bnanna Russo. 
Others seem .to share the same 
~entrment. 
"Yea~ . I check my e-mail and 
go on 1-a':ebook," added Kristen 
Warn, I X, who also u.,cs the pop· 
~Jar Internet srte to also "stalk 
peopl1:." 
'I he IJnrvet ~rty of Mar:fland 
fre•hmen laughed as they 
de•trthcd thetr o hscss1ve rc la -
tu.nsh;p wllh 1-:rc~h''''k .com, a 
popular weh.:tc used to keep 
frr end • cPrrnettcd . llut their 
<..nmrncutM arc r;art of th:.: 11ormal 
hu~t. that Hllrrou11ds the !atest 
Internet lad 
IJc•prt c: lhc ,urcxpcctcd 
pwtc•t~ uvcr tw" lealurts added 
to the ~rtc flit Sept ~. hrcchoC!k 
llcveiC!perA cur:tltlliC to e.< pand 
thc u Jl'""""' I .;arlt er thll4 mo11th f·av.;hook 
'"''''"'"ell I he or New•• I c<·d aud 
Mont l· <·c•l . lcaturt·• that all<,wcd 
a.ty fncwl' to ' cad c fmllr iCIII ~ . 
ru.te~ u"'l ••thc t otcflt' po• tcd hy 
their frrctttl~ 
Jlutlt fcefl• Wert• I CVtqC{i Ill 
onc hule o< ldrtum:rl •ewrr ty cott 
As thu number of atutlont.s who join networking wubslto Facebook lncroasos. some havo become worried 
that tho now IJCWil onrJ Mini Foods may bo cousing moro horm than good and protested them. 
'"''"roller hcotrt; dcs.:rohcd ltH lttt 
lltVIIHIItlt ol p11VItCY h~ Notltl' 
unco. 
Wl11lc Mollltlfc lkotc h, dorcr 
lor of m:ukciiHJL fw l'acchnnk , 
IH Uot r.Cfllllti Ccl tH lllliiOIIIICC the 
ucxt c cvclop.ucttts em the sole 
helorc thc 11 o lll ct!rl tc lca•e. she 
clo d HIIY thrtt the UNCtM ltlt the 
UIICH IU decide Whll l COtiiCS oteXI. 
"We hnve 11 pte tty vocn l user 
htiuc ... lleo tc h sui d. "We \\CI 
thousnttds ufe-m.ll ls cvcty 'ltY 
thllt 0111 CliNi tfltler HUJlJWrl ICIIIIt 
"'n" tht 111114 h 1.t llctcrou lt .i us 
whut the chlltllleH will be." 
()ne o l the niUHI ICCCnl ll(hh · 
l oon~ Is the Electron 20116 "''e· 
tiu n. which ullows nscos to voice 
their MIJliHII t I'm thctr l'uvoritc 
puhiiCIII ISSUCS. 
t I se ts c1111 ulsu line~ who i~ 
nhcnd. nnulnl! Fnt·ctwuk voters, 
in the !)ubcrnntoriul 111111 con· 
l!rcsslunnl elections stn te by 
stnte . There 111c even cnmpul11n 
issUl' Ja tiiUJlN where member~ 
can voice their opinions on all 
matters relating to the races that 
interest them. 
" If I noticed it, I would use it," 
Ri1sso said. 
Other students feel the same 
way. 
"You would have to do a lo t of 
researc h [on the candidates] , 
and that's not worth it," Warn 
said. 
Both students are from out of 
state, and do not feel well-
informed on who's campaigning 
back home to investigate this 
feature . And. since they're not 
from Maryland. they don't feel 
they know enough about local 
politics to be involved in those 
races either. 
The development tenm at 
Fnccbuok hns also recently 
added the ""Development 
l'lutfun n ." 
In te rnet-savvy students can 
c reate progmms that work with· 
in Fncl"lloo~. nll<1wing members 
to dt1 cvcryt lnns from limling n 
dntc to vu1cing their opinion 0 11 
c nmpns issues to shoring 
play lists nml plw tos. 
Russo nnd Worn snid they hod 
1\llt hcnrd ol' this fc11ture. 
De itc h snid Fllcl)book was 
s t11rtcd 11s 11 w11y 111 repl icntc " the 
i1ulividua l user's renl world." 
11nd th.:y w 11l cont inue to odtl 
fbntures to mn kll sure thcre Is 
somethinl! tor everyone. 
Dcitt h ntltll-d thot Faccb,'IO~ 
dovclopct'!l nftl wn~lllcrit'll ol~r­
hl¥ tho ~ite In lnt\llll~ tither 
than lillllll~h. but :Ill tar nothh\8 
tlcl1nlte flft~ been dccltloed. 
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Renovatl"ons·. Center's current multipurpose common room would be to trans-
Smnmer work to 
be of minimal 
. . 
form it into a more comfortable 
area for students to hang out. This 
student center may include a cafe 
and gallery space for student 
work, Kelly said. 
The fitness center may also be 
used by Columbia's many athlet-
Continuedfrom Front Page ic teams, he said: 
On the lower floor, administra-
tors may consider constructing a 
new fitness facility with showers 
and locker rooms. · Any plans 
would likely keep the current 
computer lab. Another idea would 
be to add a storage room for stu-
. dents who need a safe place to 
keep their bikes on campus. 
mconv1enence 
Student Affairs, said current stu-
dents should be able to have their 
own student center in the meantime. 
"Yes, we don't have the 
much-needed student center, but 
we' re creating across the cam-
pus, i11 many different build-
ings, common spaces for stu-
· Since it will be dents to hang out, 
to meet each 
other, to s how-
case their work," 
Kelly said. 
. "We want to make open to the col-
, Administrators 
agreed that in 
order to accom-
modate s tudents, 
several common 
areas could use 
major modifica-
tions. This 
includes the 
lower and first 
floors of the 
Residence Center 
sure that the spaces lege, they do not 
that we do have on expect the costs 
campus now are as 
welcoming and com-
fortable and attrac-
tive "to students as 
tltey can possibly 
be." 
-Alicia Berg, 
vice president of Campus 
Environment 
for dorm rooms 
in the Residence 
Center to rise. 
Kelly said that 
the new ammeni-
ties in the 
Residence Center 
could also help out 
commuter students. 
It can be hard 
for students who 
do not live on 
and the lower level, or The 
Hub, of the II 04 Center, II 04 
campus to attend 
events, such as those in Grant 
Park, without worrying about 
.where they can keep their per-
sonal items, Kelly sa id . The 
new areas, including the lock-
ers, would allow students to 
store items securely. 
S. Wabash Ave. 
"We want to make sure that 
the spaces that we do have on 
campus now are as welcoming 
and comfortable and attra<;tive 
to students as they can possibly 
be," said A licia Berg, vice pres-
ident of Campus Environment. 
Some ideas for the Residence 
Berg could not say which 
amenities the co llege would 
approve, since that has yet to be 
discussed. 
Sarah Standley, a freshman 
music business major, dido 't real-
ly notice that Columbia didn't 
have a student center when she 
first started college, but as a com-
muter she quickly realized that 
such a place would be convenient. 
" When I'm in between classes 
I don ' t have anywhere to go," 
Standley said. "So it would be 
nice to have a p lace to hang 
out." 
In a few weeks college adminis-
trators will meet with officials from 
Residence Life and representatives 
from the Student Government 
Association and the Student 
Organization Council. They will 
discuss the best uses for the spaces 
during the meetings. 
Since the construction is pro-
posed to begin during the sum-
mer, some students and staff 
may be bothered by the work. 
However, according to Oakes, a · 
majority of students who live 
on campus during the summer 
months reside at other 
Columbia dorms. 
" It is hard for us and it's really 
7 
typical of college campuses," 
Berg said. " We have very shon 
windows in which to work, so at 
some point in time there will be 
some inconvenience to some peo-
ple, but we' re going to try to min-
imize that as much as possible." 
In addition to the changes 
going on at the Residence 
Center, renovations wi II also 
take place at The Hub.Specific 
p lans and details for the II 04 
Center have yet to be discussed. 
amaurer@chroniclemail.com 
Ke~h Bishton!The Chronicle 
The computer lab, located in the Residence Center, 731 S. Plymouth Court, will most likely 
remain intact. Officials will consider adding a new fitness center and bike storage room to the 
lower level of the dorm in a few weeks. 
- . ~ ' 
.:Ill .... \ 
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Annual ASL-English Interpretation Department's Open House 
Meet our distinguished faculty and staff! 
+ Games + Raffles + Food 
12:00 to 6:00pm 
623 South Wabash, 2nd Floor 
Chicago, IL 
Columbia c 
COLLEGE 
For more Information, contact aslevents@colum.edu or 312/ 344-7837 
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Savings: 
Several options 
available to parents 
Continuedfrom Page 3 
Parents can invest the money 
directly through the state or vari-
ous companies that handle the 
process for a fee. The state of 
Illinois has three 529 plans, Bright 
Direct ions, Bright Start and 
College Ill inois', which run 
through the state Treasury 
Department. The plans arc funda-
mentally the same in investing 
advantages. but differ in some 
Millennium: 
Summer work to 
be minimal 
Continued.fimn Page 3 
Ranging from helping students 
connect themselves to their art to 
overcoming the roadblocks they 
may hit in their professional life, 
Lagueux said the class puts a per-
sonal touch into the academic 
ahnosphere of the classroom. · 
Steve Asma. a professor in the 
Liberal EducJtion Depamnent, is a 
senior founding fellow of the sem-
inar. Work in£ with six ether facul-
ty member.; a year before the sem-
'nar was added to the curriculum, 
Asma also saw the importance in 
des igning New Millennium 
Studies differently than freshman 
seminar. 
"Many artists sort of learn their 
technical skills in their major," 
details such as the minimum 
monthly -invesbnent. 
Some companies, such as 
UPromise, the country's largest 
529 invesbnent company, allow 
parents to invest money in other 
states' programs. Since states have 
different tax codes, some parents 
can have more financial advantages 
by investing money in another state. 
Liz Kennedy, spokeswoman for 
Ul'romise, said that while she lives 
in Massachusetts, her children 's 
college funds arc invested in 
Nevada since it has a higher cap on 
investments . 
"As the parent, I made the 
choice," she said. "There are a lot of 
options." 
Asma said. " But the nature of the 
class is. 'Now what do you want 
to say?'" 
Students like freshman fashion 
design major Natalie Del Ricco are 
real izing the objective of the class 
when it comes to the per.;onal 
aspect of the cour.;e. 
" It has helped me find myself as an 
artist and a per.;on,'' Del Ricco said. 
Freshman Nicole Sulkowski, a 
film major, also said the class has 
helped her under.;tand who she is as 
a per.;on. 
" It's more about life than actual 
leaming," Sulkowski said. 
Prados-Torre ira said she also 
believes the class is about establish-
ing a sense of community among 
students and facu lty. 
"They make friends," she said. " It 
is a safe environment and helps 
them to be more comfortable 
because they are all in the same sit-
uation. It 's very open and free and 
eases anxieties." 
J=immerman{i!Jchroniclemail.com 
Parents can also link the account 
to a credit card, and like cash-back 
programs, money is slowly invest-
ed through everyday purchases. 
While the money invested in 529 
plans is tax-free, parents can incur a 
penalty if the money is withdrawn 
for non-educational uses, unlike tra-
ditional savings accounts through 
financial institutions. For example, 
if the child completes college and 
there is still money left in the 
account, the parent can withdraw 
the rest of the balance. That money, 
however, is counted as taxable 
income and I 0 percent of the bal-
ance is removed a• a penalty. 
A It hough most state-run 529 
plans are simple aDd straight-for-
ward, there are more complex 
options that can have greater finan-
campus News I September 25, 2006 
cia! benefit. The Coverdell 
Education Savings Account, a 
popular federally run program, 
can have a higher total yield than 
other savings accounts. 
Unlike most 529s, the CESA has 
an annual investment limit of 
$2,000 which, on top of mainte-
nance fees, can keep the total bal-
ance lower than with other plans. 
Parents are also restricted from 
placing money into the ao;ount 
after the child turns 18. Similar tax 
penalties are incurred if the money 
is withdrawn for non-education 
purposes. The total balance, how-
ever, will be transferred to the 
child and not the parent, and must 
be done before the child turns 30. 
529 plans are growing in popular-
ity, but other options are available 
too. Pre-paid tuition plans allow plf-
ents to lock in tuition at the rate 
when the account was opened. 
College savings bonds can be attrac-
tive, since, like other bonds, the 
money is locked in and cannot be 
used until the maturity date. 
No matter the choice parents 
make, investing early can save 
thousands over simply taking 
loans once the child leaves for col-
. lege. Even if parents cannot start 
so soon, investing for college is a 
smart financial decision at any 
time, Holler said. 
" If you are in that boat where · 
you're not thinking about this until 
the child is in high school, it's still 
not too late," she said. 
jjaworski@ chroniclemai/. com 
Mauricio 
Jennifer Lockrey. a junior vocal performance major. sings at a blues ensemble event on 
Sept. 22 in the Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave. Lockrey gave two performances for 
students and their parents. 
Several cases of mumps were diagnosed at a college in 
the western suburbs. Columbia College Chicago has 
been monitoring this outbreak through the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the American 
For more information: 
College Health Association (ACHA). 
infection caused by the mumps virus. 
I t 
Anyone who is not 
~uuuu11c ~~vu• c~u•c~ " ........ ~uuuvu v .. p .. ·evious lllUnlpS 
infection can contract mumps. 
The CDC recomme nds th;Jt nil college s tudents, faculty, nnd s taff, hnve two 
doscs of measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine because they may be at an increased 
risk of acquiring mumps. Please check with your henlth care provider regarding your 
spt>cific immuni za tion requirements. 
Students 
The Office of Student Health and Support 
312.344.8595 
If symptoms d evclop (gener.1lly ·16- "1 8 d <tys after exposure), the prrson s hould 
not go lo school or work for .1t lcas t 9 days ;md should contact thcir medical provider. 
Tht• most common symptoms of mumps arc fever, head01che, muscle nches, tirt•dness 
and loss of nppt•lill', followed by onsct of parotitis (swollt•n and tt•ndt• r snli v11ry glnnds 
undt'r tlw t'ilrs, on one or hoth sides). Faculty and Staff: 
Human Resources 
312.344.7592 
f '" mor~ mlmmat•on on mumps you r.an ar.cess Jho CIJC website at: 
www.cdc.gov/nip/diseases/mumps 
llilnrH~ fl"fl"rtm•ml ol f'uhilr. ltollllh wnh3119 AI 
www.idph.statrJ. il.us 
St•vprt• complications from nHtmps nn• rnn•; however, mumps can cause d enf-
rwss, il~Ppl ir rnPninr,i ti!;, infl.1111111ation of I he h•stidcs, inflnmmntion of the ovflrirs 
and I or hn·a~ l s, and m iscilrri.lgt•s in pn·gn.ml woml'll . 
Mump!> v.tccitH' (trs u.tlly MMI<), is tht•lws t wny to prcvl•nt mumps. O tlwr things 
p••nplt· "· '''dolo pn'Vl'lli ma11np~ .md otlwr inft•l'lillns is to wnsh tlwir hnncls \\'l'll nne! 
oft<•n Willi ~"·'I' · F.11ing ult•tts tlS s luurld nollw sh.m•d, .md s ttrf,l<'l'S thot nn• fn•qu~ntl 
lnndu ·d (doorl..no l>~. J.tblt•!;, nltlllll'rs, t•J r) !.hnuld .1lst1lw n•gttlnrly dt•.mt<d with st•np 
.11 111 w.JI••r, or w ilh dt•.Jtting wil''"' · 
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Library: 
Exhibit helps staff 
get exposure 
Continued from Page 3 
Brunetti has also encountered suc-
cess si!lce showing his comics in 
Art of the Library in 2002. 
"It was important to me at the 
time because l had not been in 
many shows," Brunetti said . 
" I 've had a million things hap-
pen since then." 
That includes carrying exhibits, 
writing and editing books like 
Schizo and Misery Loves Comedy 
and drawing a comic for the 
Chicago Reader. 
Like Bowen, Brunetti's experi-
ence with Art of the Library influ-
enced his artwork. 
"It made me look at my work 
more critically," Brunetti said. 
"The artwork I make is not meant 
to be on a wall. To see it blown up, 
it was a new perspective." 
Library acquisitions assistant 
Reggie Kirkwood finds the quar-
terly exhibit helpful as a motivator 
to prevent artistic laziness. His 
nature-themed oil paintings were 
shown in the first Art of the 
Library. Kirkwood said he is work-
ing on pastels and watercolors 
with a comic book fantasy theme 
that he plans to submit for next 
quarter's show. 
The backbone of every quarter's 
new exhibit is Oberc who spends 
extra time prepping for the next 
show. Oberc said he spends addi-
tional time constructing the shows 
before opening and also frames 
some artists' work. 
Raehaet Strecher!The Chronide 
Theater major Corey Cantrell (left) and Theater Department faculty member Susan Padveen look at work on display at the Art of 
the Library exhibition Sept. 14. 
Although the third floor trans-
forms into an exhibition hall, 
Oberc said the advantage of being 
a library as opposed to a profes-
sional gallery is the lack of politics 
and the abundance of space. 
The Art of the Library is able to 
display works of various media by 
an array of ages, majors, special-
ties and agendas. 
"This is not a place where cen-
sorship occurs," said Jo Cates, 
dean of the library and Art of the 
Library creator. 
· Cates said Art of the Library 
came to her in a dream in 2002. As 
the library director back then, she 
searched for progranuning rele-
vant to the needs of an art school's 
library. The dream also incorporat-
ed her observations. 
"I was so impressed by the level 
of artistic expression among 
library employees," Cates said. 
"They were living double lives." 
Although her dream involved 
only library employees participat-
injl. Cates said she knew other 
departments had students and fac-
ulty doubling as artists as wen, and 
the current program is open to 
everyone. 
Cates said the original budget 
for Art of the Library was $200. 
"It's still a bargain-we keep 
it well under $1 ,000 a year," she 
said. "We spend some money on 
art s upplies, but it's still an 
operation entirely run by library 
staff and the dedicated Art of the 
Library team led by Larry 
Oberc. I also am happy to report 
that this year we will invest in 
track lighting for the third floor 
exhibit space. This will make 
the space even more appealing 
to our artists and those who 
attend the shows." . 
Oberc said the library is focused 
on being a library, not a gallery, 
and he is always a librarian before 
a curator. 
''That being said, if there was a 
larger budget, it would be nice to 
build a permanent collection of 
work that has been done by our 
students," Oberc said. "There are 
some amazing things taking place 
on this campus, and it would be 
great to have a record of them." 
For those interested in partici-
pating in next quarter s Art of the 
Library, an entry f orm is available 
at www. lib.colum.edu/artofilre/i-
brary.htm. Artwork is due by mid-
October. 
c/rronicle@colum.edu 
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER • CORNED BEEF 
old school all day diner 
~Student, Staff and Faculty 
~ justs~!:~?c~~~! i.d. 
CITY DINER 
1112 South Wabash Chicago 60605 m 312 212 ttt2 
MONDAY - THuR SDAy ?:lOAM- IO:OOPM rR ID A Y -S AT U RDAY MAYO[ 2AM SUN DAY ~:00AM- 9:00PM 
Help create a fami ly. 
Chicago's first and most highly respected 
program is looking for the following: 
$7,000 compensation to healthy women between the ages 
of 20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will be _ 
eva luated, take medicat ion and undergo a minor surgi_:a!."- ~ 
procedure. Serious inquiries only. ~,-
GESTATIONAL SURROGATES 
Minimum compensation $20,000. Healthy women between the 
ages of 21 35 who have given b1rth to at least one child. 
I 
A LTERNATIVE A R R REPROOUCTIVE 
RESOURCE ~ 
www.arn.com 
773.32 847.446.1001 
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Dear Camille, . 
I received the message you sent me 
on Facebook. I understand that you're 
hurt, or at leas! pretending to be hurt , 
because after I finally accepted your 
friend request- sorrj it took two 
weeks to pull that trigger- ! only 
allowed you to see a limited portion of 
my profile, with the specific exclusion 
of my pictures and the comments made 
on my wall. 
Allow me to explain. In order for me 
to do so, however, we have to clarify 
just two facts: you're my 14-year-old 
sister, and I'm in college. OK; now 
that that is out of the way, let 's dissect 
my actions. 
When I came to college, Columbia 
didn't even have Facebook. Facebook 
was like the White House or foreign 
policy: a fun little toy for Ivy 
Leaguers. Gradually, it trickled down 
to other schools. I think my friend 
Haily at the University of Minnesota 
mentioned it the fall of 
2004. By the following 
spring, Columbia was all 
over it. 
For the next year or 
so, it was just a college 
thing. That, of course, 
was the appeal of it- the 
exclusivity factor that 
provided contrast from 
Myspace.com (should I 
expect a friend request 
on' that too?). When high 
schools got involved, 
that was no longer the 
case. It became, essen-
tially, Myspace with a different color 
scheme, and the insiders club aspect 
was lost. 
Right, I know; college isn't really an 
insiders •;lub, especially Columbia. 
You can get accepted, and quite. a few 
other places as well , just by graduating 
from high schooL But it st ill kind of 
feels like a club and there arc still 
many things about college students 
that separate us from ille non-colle-
g iate crowd, both older and your.ger. It 
seemed kind of fitting that we were the 
only ones allowed on the stupid web-
site. 
And since it used to be only college 
students, it was preny easy to be blunt 
about-Qr just straight up exagger-
ate--exactly how much we drink and 
party. It took on rather inflated propor-
tions, especially with the photo album 
feature. Because there was a restricted 
readership, you could post anything 
simply don't say things 
like that. I told her I 
didn ' t want to wear 
padding because it feels 
like false advertising; I 
don 't feel the need to 
cover myself with 
foamy stuff that makes 
me more self-con ~cious 
when I'd rather be hon-
est abom what I' ve got. 
ltty Bitty in the City 
! think a lot of 
women feel that way, 
particularly small-
breasted ones. In fact , 
I' ve even heard others 
talk about the !tty Bitty 
Breasts are amazing things. They're 
so tit illating they can ' t even be 
exposed in public--well, legally at 
least. The thing is, though, while 
boobs aren' t literally out in the open 
for everyone to see, people still take 
notice. Mv friends anJ I· comment en 
boobs on a regular basi~; if a friend of 
mine is wearing a shi:t that makes her 
girls look good, I' ll compliment her 
because e~ery girl war.ts to hear her 
breasts look fabulous. · 
The topic of breasts has always been 
a sticky one for me; I' m not the most 
well-endowed lady around. In fact, the 
other day a co .. workcr bluntly said, 
"You ' re so Oat." I was taken aback- ! 
had on a cute dress and felt I ike I 
looked good that day, and my chest 
was the only thing she noticed. She 
spoke the truth, but still, most people 
Titty Club-there 's no 
true membership, but it's a way for 
modest ly built women to identify with . 
each other. "Oh, you have small 
breasts too? You must understand." 
IBTs are worth relating over because 
they can be a blessing and a curse. For 
nearly all of my high school dances, I 
had trouble finding a dress that didn't 
have ready-made pouches for big 
boobs to rest in, and I can't shop at 
Victoria 's Secret unless I want to find 
an oversized bm with enough stuffing 
to fill a g iant teddy bear. My breasts 
never get in the way, though, which is 
a good thing since I like running and 
don ' t have to worry about sagging in 
the future. 
I've become more comfortable with 
my linle ones as I've grown older. I 
even joke about them from time to 
time, but it hasn 't always been that 
without worrying about your young, 
impressionable sister being witness to 
it. And since we're all students around 
here, and we're all doing the same 
things, we are able to take those 
albums with a grain of salt. From an 
outside perspective, it might look like 
all I ever do is hold a can of beer. 
But the fact that the majority of the 
pictures that tag me feature a can of 
Miller High Life isn't a fai r testament 
to my social habits. Actually, it just 
happens to be that people only seem to 
bring their cameras to parties, and that 
is where tney take a lot of pictures-
which is lame in its own right. 
Since I' m here in Chicago and 
you ' re down in St. Louis, I hardly ever 
see you. I dori't really care for 
Face book and i ' d rather it not be the 
way you choose to keep up with me. If 
you want to hear what I'm doing, give 
me a call. You certainly don't need to 
take any suggestions of my behavior 
from the pictures that survive some 
house party. 
As your protective older brother- a 
position I both admit to and 
embrace- l'd prefer that the things on 
that stupid profile not be taken into 
account. And that 's why I limited what 
you can see. It's fine if the rest of the 
col lege population judges me based on 
pictures because I really don 't care if 
they think I' m an alcoholic. By some-
one else's terms, we all are. 
mbyrne@chronic/email. com 
way. In middle school I hated the fact 
that my friends' chests were getting 
bigger while mine stayed behind in 
!tty Bitty Land, so I wore padded bras. 
No big deal. until I was making out 
with this guy I had a crush on a~d he 
went for a feel under the bra only to 
discover the lack of boob I hau been 
hiding. I could sec the disappointment 
on his face, and that was the last of our 
childish es,:apades. 
I' m not sure exactly where the pres-
sure to have large breasts comes from. 
It could be the fact that these two 
lumps on every girl's chest are sup-
posed to signify her womanhood, 
therefore they better be robust and 
beautifu l. It could also be the fact that 
every set is different. Who's to say 
which ones are right? There is no real 
answer, but whether they're perky, 
curvy, knee-knockers, bee-stings or 
anything else, they're natural and 
beautiful. 
There 's nothing wrong with stuffing 
or magical underwire that gives a litt le 
extra oomph to the cleavage, but big 
boobs aren't for everybody. As a skin-
ny girl, I would just look ridicu lous 
with huge knockers. But my little ones 
suit me just fine, and while I may not 
get as many looks as a Pamela 
Anderson clone walking next to me on 
the street, it's all good. Hers are amaz-
ing and mine are amazing, and that's 
the beauty of the breast. 
tbreyne@chronic/email. com 
~ wel.~!~~!~L~o<!!~,,~!;~,, ~ Ratings Guide So, is that movie 
worth watching? 
That CD worth 
buying? Count 
the hearts in 
each review and 
use this handy 
chart to find out. 
Mark Byrne - mbyrne@chroniclemail.com - (312) 344-8969 
Mary Kroeck - mkroeck@chroniclemail.com - (312) 344··-8971 
Michael Claire - mclalre@chroniclemail.com - (312) 344-8982 
Brent White - bwhite@chroniclemail.com - (312) 344-8970 
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Hold that can, Popeye! Thanks to a contamina-
tion issue, eating your spinach may result in more 
time spent in the bathroom-and with unpleasant 
results in the toilet afterward. Why, you ask? 
Well, because E. coli is a j ackass. Not only do 
you suffer, dear cartooned friend, but we at The 
Chronicle also like some nice, hearty spinach 
every once in a while, and now we can' t even 
think about ·eating it. E. coli has taken all the fun 
out of being healthy anJ stuff. Last week more 
than I 00 people were infected with the nasty lit-
tl e bugger after consuming bagged spinach. This 
infection took the nation by storm, and though 
it's still uncertain how the spinach became infect-
ed. we for sure know it sucks. 
The outbreak, so far, traces back to limns in 
California and has affected various states in the 
U.S., including Illinois- and it's not a light-
weight either. The Centers fo r Disease Control 
and Prevention reported this particularly strong 
strain of E. coli put twice as many people in the 
hospital than other outbreaks. It is partially 
California' s fault , though, considering they 
received a letter from the FDA to get their farm-
ing asses together last November and never did. 
But we digress; ft coli is a culprit that has hurt 
our digestive systems and hearts many a time. 
The stupid bacterium has been known to infect 
meat and even our lake, causing the beaches to 
close on some of the sunniest summer days and 
putting frowns on our poor wittle faces. 
First it was meat, then it was the beaches, now 
it's spinach; what next E. coli? We can't battle 
our Midwestern obesity issues if veggies are off-
limits, and we certainly can't trust the state of 
California now, those dirty hoodlums. 
-T Breyne 
(!)0000 Complete Crap 
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Pretentious lists: Yes, pretentious lists 
just lil!-e these play a major egotisical 
role in the development of young revo-
lutionaries just like myself, and lists 
like these th&t play up that small 
insignificant portion of my brain to the 
point where I actually think people care 
about what r m saying. 
Terrorism/fascism : I iive and die by 
how the news media uses these things, 
except sometimes they can get mixed 
up, you know; wljich is the cause and 
which is the effect. If only dictators and 
tyrants would get the credit they 
deserve. Oh; how they capture my soul 
and rule over my .heart with their bril-
liantly scripted rises to power. 
America: Be proud you're here. Do not 
question a thing. Get a job. Go to work. 
Watch television programming. Buy 
new clothes. Drive SUVs by yourself. 
You will never die. America: the only 
place that has officially traded heroes 
for ghosts. Isn 't Angelia Jo lie hot? 
Who 's John Bolton? 
Satire: Since flag-sucking and pole-
humping isn't enough. why don 't we 
give the ignorant bigots all they can 
handle? We need American flag 
inspired toilet paper and handguns. 
Why not dildos with the faces of Bush 
and Cheney painted on cr.em? 
Read ingl~ riting: A fa.:!ing form of 
learning, art and c:>r.Jmunicati:>n. 
Unfortunately it has become a casualty 
of crappy tetevision shows and iPods. 
Allison 
Riggio 
Fall: Forget summer. Forget feeling. like 
you need another shower i 5 m inures 
after you leave in the morning. Give me 
changing leaves. Give me back-to-
school fashions. There's no weather 
more perfect then hooded"sweatshirt 
weather- a.nd I wouldn't want it any 
other way. Bring it on, fall. 
O ld-school lingo: That 's right, you can 
expect all sorts of eighth-grade come-
backs from this girl. Phrases like " right 
on," "your mom," and "that's what she 
said" creep their 'way into my vocabu-
lary on a regular basis. 
Burning p hilosophical questions: How 
important do you have to have been 
before you're considered "assassinated'' 
instead of just murdered? Why did 
Donald Duck wear a towel around his 
waist when he got out of the shower, 
but he never usually wore any pants? If 
anyone knows, please tell me. 
"Grey's Anatomy": My former Sunday 
night indulgence may have moved to 
Thursdays this season, but that won ' t 
stop me from gening addicted again . 
Seanle Grace Hospital, you rock my 
world. 
T he Gap: After five long years of 
employment, I recently quit the Gap. 
While I'm happy that I can now devote 
my time to my education and, of course, 
The Chronicle, I will miss my Gap co-
workers. Oh, and I' ll miss my awesome 
paychecks. Five years will get you a 
surprisingly high hourly rate for retail. 
Eric 
Kasang 
Commie pinko bastards: It's rather 
depressing that as I get older, my left-
ism is becoming more watered down. 
That's why it's refreshing to hear James 
Ewert, my fe llow City Beat Editor, 
seethe about the bourgeois elite. Now 
we just have to brainwash Allison 
Riggio, City Beat's new assistant editor, 
to the cause. 
Ner d iness: From book discussions to 
spouting historical facts t<f"ranting about 
politics, my life's a nonstop nerd fest. 
And yes, I do actually have a girlfriend. 
Sleep : It's completely overrated. Or 
that's what I' m telling myself since tak-
ing a full course load, working at The 
Chronicle and holding down a second 
job. Coffee, energy drinks and the occa-
sional shot of whiskey keep me mnning. 
Max Velocity: The tastiness and tau-
rine-powered force of a Red Bull, but at 
half the price. This energy drink 's dis-
tinguishing animal symbol: the cheetah. 
Ride the cheetah, kids. [Insert poorly 
imitated Cheetah growl.) 
Records: I may sound old, but there's 
something about pulling a record out of 
its sleeve, flipping side A or 13 on the 
planer and manually dropping the nee-
dle that enhances the listening experi-
ence. The sound is richer, the individual 
instruments blend well and the actual 
physicality of starting and stopping the 
music by moving the player's stylus 
creates an even tastier groove. 
Only a sma:J segment of a warehouse or. the 1400 block of Not :h Halsted Street remained on Sept 16. The structure Is oeing 
demoltshed to prov1de <>pace for a new bUIIdmg containing 110,000 r.qu::~re feet of retail shops, a growing market in the area. 
The developer, Structured Development. c; ls.:J constructeo the nearby Bo,ders at North Avenue and HalsteC: StreEt In 2003. 
A vulvolutionory product 
Puppets help to educate and empower women 
Puppets are no strangers to the 
world of sex. From Miss Piggy 
smothering Kermit the Frog in 
bright pink kisses to the hardcore 
sex scenes in Team America: 
World Police, puppets have been 
used to recreate sexual situa-
tions, but they also have been 
. used as sex education tools. 
The wondrous vulva puppet, 
which partly derives its name 
from an ancient Sumerian myth, 
has been used as a self-empower-
ing device for women, a humor-
ous therapeutic instrument for 
couples and a powerful instruc-
tional tool for both sexes. 
"A lot of women never look at 
their own vulvas, so I really 
wanted to expose something 
that's been laid down and never 
really been given the proper 
exposure," said vulva puppet 
creator Dorrie Lane. 
By Michael Claire/Assistant A&E Editor 
store caters almost exclusively to 
the sexual needs of women and 
has only recently started stock-
ing the vulva puppets. Despite 
the fact that it is a new product, 
the store has reported it to be a 
very popular item. 
"People loved it [when the 
store first sold them)," said Dana 
Grossmann, an employee at G 
Boutique. "We [initially] sold 
out of them really quickly." 
Grossmann, 26, has enjoyed 
having the new puppets in the 
store. 
" I think they're cool," 
Grossmann said. " I think the 
"It is tactfully soft and it 
invites touch, and because 
it is a puppet you can slip it 
on and let it speak. " 
- Dorrie Lane, creator of 
the vulva puppet 
" I needed something that was 
universally appealing, and once 
the first one was created I auto-
matically saw the need to sell 
and market these puppets," Lane 
said. 
Although the original puppets 
were made out of foam and every-
day household items, they still 
received positive reactions from 
Lane's students. 
"The first time I introduced the 
puppet into a classroom setting, I 
was teaching a conference on 
female ejaculation," Lane said. 
"The class had a fabulous reaction 
[to the puppets]." 
According to Lane, the vulva 
puppet was the inspiration for Eve 
Ensler to write the award-winning 
play "The Vagina Monologues." 
Sex therapist Paula Harper 
from the Center for Positive 
Relationships, 333 E. Ontario St., 
has never heard of the vulva pup-
pet, but strongly favored the use 
of such educational tools. 
Designed more than 13 years 
ago, these anatomically correct 
satin puppets have been pur-
chased by artists, sexual thera-
pists and the curious. Lane's 
plush creations, which come in 
various shapes and colors, usual-
ly have dimensions that are simi-
lar to a birthing vulva, according 
to Lane. 
craft of the piece is very nice and 
it's just a really fun idea. It's a 
great way to approach the topic." 
The puppets sell for $139 at G 
Boutique and usually stocks five 
or six different sty les. 
"Sex educational tools are 
important to my therapy sessions 
because they help my patients to 
visually come- to terms with what 
I'm trying to explain," Harper 
said. 
Dana Grossmann of The G boutique, 2131 N. Damen Ave., displays 
the vulva puppet. 
"The puppet is visually beauti-
ful," she said. "It is tactfully soft 
and it invites touch, and because 
it is a puppet you can slip it on 
and let it speak." 
Recently these puppets have 
found a new home at the Chicago 
business G Boutique, 2131 N. 
Damen Ave. This Chicago sex 
Lane, a San Francisco-based 
sex educator, created the vulva 
puppet to combat the lack of 
helpful expressive tools in her 
fie ld. 
"There wasn't anything I could 
use for demonstrations, so I .cre-
ated something," Lane said. 
As an educator, Lane needed a 
medium that was non-threaten-
ing and comforting. 
These sexual tools are routinely 
used for demonstrative purposes 
by Lane and other sex therapists, 
including teaching the finer points 
of vibrator use and the correct way 
to do a Kegel exercise. 
"We give verbal tutorials on 
how to buy a vibrator, and the pup-
pet is a very good demonstration 
piece," Grossmann said. 
Free for five. 
The puppets were created to 
expand on a lot of fun aspects of 
sex, but they are also helpful as a 
therapeutic tool for victims of sex-
ual abuse and rape. 
"The puppet is used at many 
university rape prevention and 
rape counseling offices," Lane 
said. "Once a woman is provided 
with the right amount, of space 
and time she will typically use 
the puppet to voice her anger, her 
frustration and eventually her 
empowcnnent." 
Lane, a self-described "vulvalu-
tionary," has personally construct-
ed more than 4,000 of these hand-
made puppets and has sold them 
around the globe. 
" I want women to feel a sense of 
pride when they see one of my 
puppets, and I want men to feel a 
sense of awe and respect," Lane 
said. 
mclaire@chronic/email. com 
Five years free checkin~ and a $50 bonus2 for Columbia students. 
I 
You're ready to establish your financial freedom. The Bank of America On Campus® program 
gives you what you need to bank the way you want - anytime, anywhere. 
Get started with a $50 bonus when you open a new CampusEdge® Checking account. 
Stop by any of our Columbia locations today to learn more: 
Financial District 
231 S LaSalle St 
312.828.1200 
Clark & Madison 
105 W Madison St 
312.795.0806 
Wells & Monroe 
205 W Monroe St 
312.220.7570 
'CampusEdge'* Checking is free of a monthly maintenance fee for five years while you are a student. Student status will be validated upon account opening. 
After the first five years, your CampusEdge Checking account will be automatically upgraded to My Access Checkin~ The monthly maintenance fee of $5.95 
for My Access Checking will be waived as long as you have a monthly direct deposit. Fees for overdrafts and other account· related services still apply. 
'Offer valid until12/ 31/ 06 for new Campus Edge" Checking accounts. Accounts must remain open for 90 days to qualify for premium. 
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Scott Augustine isn't your typical 21-year-old. By day, he's 
a finance major at Notre Dame. He puts in long, grueling hours 
studying the stock market, accounting and investing, struggling to 
maintain a high GPA at the prestigious university. 
But by night, this young, squeaky voiced college senior is 
one of the most feared and respected online amateur poker players 
in the world, with a bankroll of almost a half a million dollars. 
"At my current stakes, I usually win around $ t0,000 a 
day," Augustine said nonchalantly. "My best session was just this 
last summer where I won $100,000 in a day. I was actually up 
$160,000, but I lost some of it back. It was a crazy day." 
Augustine is one of the many P.eople attracted to poker in 
recent years after no-limit Texas hold 'em- a simple but highly 
strategic version of poker- was made popular by Rounders, a film 
released in 1998 starring Matt Damon and Edward Norton. Like 
many·poker players today, Augustine has made the majority ofliis 
wealth playing no-limit hold 'em. · 
Augustine makes his fortune by playing at 
FullTiltPoker.com, an online poker site, under an unusual user 
name: iRockhoes. 
"It 's from a song by Nas called 'Ether' that's making fun of 
Jay-Z's record label, Rockafella," Augustine said. ''In the song he 
says, ' I rock hoes, ya' ll rock fe llas.' I thought it was a sweet name, 
so I went with it." 
Augustine, or iRock to his fans, said he thinks screen 
names in online poker are important and can be deceiving. But once 
you get up to the higher stakes, people pay more attent ion to the 
important things, like betting patterns and a player's style, he said. 
The model for Texas hold 'em poker is simple: Players are 
dealt two cards face down, then a round of betting occurs where 
players can call, raise or fold. Three cards are then dealt face-up 
that all players can use in their hand. Another round of betting takes 
place, followed by a fourth card and more betti11g. The fifth and 
final card is then dealt face up, and players use the five cards on the 
board with the two cards they' re holding to make the best hand pos-
sible. In no-limit hold 'em, the most popular version of the game, 
players can choose to put all of their chips or money in at any 
time- a tactic called "going ali-in." 
Other variations of the game exist, including pot-limit, 
where bets cannot exceed the total amount of money in the pot, 
limit, where players can only ra ise a bet and not go ali-in and a new 
style of the game called cap, where players arc considered ali-in 
when the pot reaches a certain amount. Cap-play has recently been 
popularized hy FullTiltPokcr.com, a site lrcqucnted hy a number of 
seasoned poker pros, including Phil Ivey, Howard Lederer, Mike 
"The Mouth" Matusow and Jennifer Harman. 
Augustine, who in addition to FullTilt plays at another 
site called UlimateBet.com, said he began playing poker at the 
green age of 14, about the time Rounders was released. However, 
he didn' t play for much money. It wasn't until college, he said, 
that he took poker seriously, where in his sophomore year he 
began playing 50 cent/$! no-limit hold 'em with his friends in 
Notre Dame's dorms. 
In December of2004, Augustine began playing poker 
digitally. 
"A couple of my friends got online and started playing at 
sites like Party Poker. com," he said. "It took four transfers from 
them of$50 [each time] for me to build up my bankroll to a few 
thousand. After that I moved up in stakes and kept winning." 
Although Augustine's worst session was losing $61,000 
in a day, he said he has no problem handling the swings of loss 
. and gain. If you play your cards right, know the strategy that's 
involved and respect your bankroll, you're going to win in the 
long run, he said. 
"No-limit hold 'em is an exciting form of poker, and it 
takes an odd combination of things to win at it," he said. "If you 
think you're ahead, you have to be willing to throw all your 
money in at any point. You've got to be willing to make moves." 
In 2005, Christiansen Capital Advisors, a professional 
gambling and entertainment industry analysis group, estimated 
that 2,000 online gambling sites generated over $12 billion in 
global revenues, with half of the wagers made by U.S.-based cus-
tomers, according to a Sept. 13, 2006, Forbes story. 
Poker sites first began to appear in the late '90s, and 
have steadily become one of the fastest-growing areas of digital 
gambling. In 2002, online poker generated an estimated $92 mil-
lion, according to a study by PartyGaming.com. But in 2005, 
more than $2.6 billion was generated by poker sites, 20 percent of 
the total global online gaming market, according to the study. 
According to its website, PartyGaming.com is the 
world's leading online gaming company and owns and operates 
PartyPoker.com, the world's largest online poker room. 
Despite its popularity and the massive amount of money 
it brings in, online poker is neither federally regulated nor legal in 
the United States. Because of the complexities and evolution of 
the Internet, the federal laws surrounding online gambling are 
also complex and evolving. 
However, some states have taken matters into their own 
••••••••••••••••••• 
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hands. Last July, Washington, a state that has 27 casinos, made 
online gambling a Class-C felony, punishable by fines and up to 
five years in prison. 
But Susan Arland, spokeswoman for the Washington 
State Gambling Commission, said the motive behind passing the 
law was not to strike fear into citizens. 
"Our focus is not aimed at the average person betting 
online and playing from their horne," Arland said. "It's more of a 
public informational tool that informs people that online gam-
bling is not a regulated activity, and I think it has provided aware-
ness to the public that if something happens, such as a person not 
being able to collect their winnings, then the state. is not obligated 
to help them." 
Although online poker players are required by law to 
report their winnings and losses to the IRS, some do not. Arnit 
Sharma, a 26-year-old amateur online poker player, said players 
who don't report their winnings are rolling the dice with the law. 
"I report everything that can be tracked," Sharma said. "I 
don't want to go to jail. I graduated from University of North 
Carolina with honors and went to medical school , so it wouldn't 
look good if! were to get in trouble with the IRS." 
Augustine agrees with Sharma and said he also reports 
all his winnings to the IRS. A blemish on his record wouldn 't 
look good, and he doesn't want to live in fear of going to jail, he 
said. 
"I figure if they were to ever make a huge crackdown on 
it, I'll be good," Augustine said. 
Sharma plays with Augustine online regularly under the 
screen name "StillLearning." He said he chose the name to give 
his opponents the impression that he 's inexperienced- and the 
deception has apparently worked for him. Sharma said his best 
day was winning $36,000. 
"When I'm on a gambl ing rush, I want to push it as far 
as I can," he said. 
But some gamblers push it too far. The thrills of winning 
and the realities of losing can become too much to live with, 
allowing many to succumb to severe gambling addictions. 
. According to Gamblers Anonymous, a compulsive gam-
bler is described as a person whose gambling has caused growing 
and continuing problems in any department of his or her life. 
John D. Moore, certified addiction counselor and chief 
counselor 9fficer at Second Story Counseling in Chicago, said he 
believes Internet gambling has significantly increased the likeli-
hood a gambler will develop an addiction. 
"Online gambling has increased the numbers of gambling 
problems, no doubt," Moore said. " In my field, we' ve seen a pro-
liferation of addicts gambling on the Internet. And I think it's 
only going to get worse with the availability of wireless Internet." 
Although Moore said he doesn't see a problem with 
online gambling being a profession, he does encourage gamblers 
not to neglect important areas of their lives and to watch for the 
signs of a developing gambling problem. 
"Spending less time with family, friends and work and 
abandoning these areas in the pursuit of gambling can cause an 
increase in shame, embarrassment and a lack for self-care," 
Moore said. "Especially with the Internet gambling, [people can] 
get digitally consumed." 
Augustine said he acknowledges the dangers of neglect-
ing his life outside of poker and deliberately makes time for his 
studies and friends . 
" I've got a lot of obligations," he said. " I' m trying to 
manage getting a good GPA in case I want to get a normal job out 
of college. Plus my girlfriend takes up a lot of time." 
Despite his many obligations, Augustine found time to 
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play in this year's World Series of Poker, where the winner of the 
tournament received a huge purse: $12 million. Augustine fin-
ished 91 Oth, respectively, in the tournament of over 8,700 
entrants. He was just a few places away from entering the pay-
outs, which started at $14,000 then gradually increased. 
Many believe online gambling takes away from casinos, 
like Binion's Casino in Las Vegas, where the World Series of 
Poker is held annually. 
Thomas Swoik, executive director of the Ill inois Casino 
Association, said that while he doesn't have numbers that say 
Internet gambling takes away from casinos, he thinks it's likely 
that it does. 
" I don't have information that says it does specifically, 
but it has the potential to," Swoik said. "If Internet gambling 
were to ever become totally legal, then, yes, it might just become 
the preferred way to gamble." 
But Swoik argued live casinos have a significant advan-
tage over online gambling s ites because casinos offer more to the 
gambler. 
"Gambling venues have a lot more to offer, such as 
entertainment, food and other activities," he said. "There's also 
the opportunity to interact with people, other human beings, and 
gambling online obviously doesn't offer those things." 
Sharma, who said he started playing poker in casinos, 
feels differently. 
" I think online gambling encourages people to learn 
poker and get better at it," he said. "Once people get better 
onl ine, they want to play more live at casinos. When I was in Las 
Vegas for the main event, I played in some of the biggest cash 
games there because of my experiences online." 
Still , many poker players prefer online play to live play 
because opP,onents have less information to work with. This cre-
ates more bluffing and a likelihood for a player to not only win 
more, but become a better poker player, Sharma said. 
"When playing online and with playing live, you have to 
have a lot of guts," Sharma said. "You have to be fearless. If you 
don't have those qualities, you're not going to be able to handle 
the swings [of winning and losing). You can be the best in the 
world, but you're going to take swings, and if you can't, you're 
going to lose a lot of money." 
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BODY MAPS, SEPTEMBER 5 - OCTOBER 13, 2006 
Bodymaps is an exhibit of 14 li fe-s ize collages crea ted by the Bambi:mani 
Women, a group of women living with HIV and AI DS from the Kahyelitsha 
township near Cape Town, South Africa. These artworks were developed 
from the Memory Box proj ect , a community engaged program ini t iated by 
t he University of Cape Town and Medecins Sans Front1eres. m response to 
the growmg number of South Africans living with HIV and AIDS. For mfo, 
please call 312 .344.8829 
Presented by Institute for the Study of Women and Gender 1n t he Arts 
and Media, Colum bia College Chicago in collaboration w1th DKRUTS 
Johannesburg, D. Krut Projects . New York . Universi ty of Cape Town, and 
Centre for Social Science Research , Cape Town . 
, HOKIN GALLERY AND HOKIN ANNEX 
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14TH ANNUAL [C]SPACES HONORS EXHIBITION 
AUGUST 28-SEPTEMBER 27 , 2006 
The 14th Annual [C]Spaces Honors Exh1b1 t1on features students of 
outstandmg artistic achievement m photography, fash1on. graphic des1gn, 
f1 lm and VIdeo, te lev1s1on and all fme art med1a [C]Spaces Honors is 
JUned by local arts professionals and all artists were nominated by faculty 
members of Columbia College Ch1cago. 
GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY 
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INACTIVE/ACTIVE, PERFORMATIVE SCULPTURE 
AUGUST 28- SEPTEMBER 29, 2006 'f/ 
I.ICTURI/ILtOI PRISIHTAT,ON BY AMY YOUNGS t.v. "ti~ 
IIPTIMIIft 21, f 'OOPM ee/.;.,1 
Shawn Decker, He1 d1 Kumao, Fernando Orellana. Amy Youngs, Sabnna 
Raaf and Ken Rmaldo play the role of 1nventor;art1st 1n present1ng 
performat1ve sculpture at the Gl ass Curtam Gallery of Columbia College 
Ch1cago Each work presented per forms an 1nd1v1dual function, wheth er 
1t IS the cycl1ng of ferroftu1ds or the sllrnng of pmg-pong ba lls Some 
p1eces call fo r v1ewer mteract1on wh 1le others s1mply want to be watched. 
Seemmgly self-consc1ous. each p1ece expresses a message through Its 
function, beyond what 1t could as a stat1c object 
FILL OUR WALLSIII 
Extnbltlon proposals are now b~mg accoptod for tho llok1n Annex, Hokln Gallery, 
C':l3 Gallery and GlaB!I Curta1n Gallery 
PROPO AL OI ADUNI IS SIPTI MBI R 27, 2008 
~tJJdent&, raculty and starr, or out&1de organiL!JtJons and 1nd1vlcJuals who heve a 
wrnpelling curatonal1dea end energy to seo It throueh con submit a proposal 
For rr10ro 1nfo oor1tact Nll)'!lll Paga-Ueberman 
817 344 7006 or UlfJBCOS culurn edu f~~i"e 
week.' 
cspaces.colum.edu 
'Holt Nelson' holds 
oudience in grip 
Film looks at flawed but well-'intentloned life 
By Matt Fegerholm/Film Critic 
Friendship is a curious miracle, as var-
ied and unpredictable as life itself. 
According to popular online networks 
like Facebook, an individual's friends 
usually seem to share similar ages, char-
acteristics and social statuses. Any friend-
ship out of the ordinary is usually deemed 
creepy by our collective definition. 
In Half Nelson, the triumphant 
achievement of young filmmakers Ryan 
Fleck and Anna Boden, a thoroughly 
unlikely bond forms between two people 
that contemporary society would certain-
ly frown upon. When 13-year-old Drey 
(Shareeka Epps) finds her teacher/coach 
Dan (Ryan Gosling) getting high in a 
school locker room, the professional 
boundaries between the two of them 
instantly dissolve. What results is a 
friendship unlike any seen onscreen. 
An impeccably observed slice oflife in 
the same league with The Station Agent 
(2003) and The Squid and the Whale 
(2005), Half Nelson deconstructs our 
perceptions of the perfect ideal by mak-
ing us root for characters whose good 
intentions are as numerous as their flaws. 
Dan wants to protect Drey from being 
swallowed up into the ·underworld of 
drug dealing, which has sent her brother 
to prison, and led to her family receiving 
financial assistance from his boss, local 
dealer Frank (Anthony Maclde). Yet 
Dan isn' t exactly a role model himself, 
and he knows it. He seems to be living 
in a state of perpetual adolescence, and is 
affectionately labeled a "big baby" by his 
ex-wife. 
Gosling's performance is a revelation. 
After scoring a hit with Nick 
Cassavetes's The Notebook, his work in 
Half Nelson seems more worthy ofa film 
for his talents . Entirely natural and 
instantly magnetic, Gosling never once 
seems to be acting. His classroom antics 
have a real vitality, as he uses hand-
wrestling in a class lecture, spouts phras-
es like "oh no you di- in't," and is asked 
by the principal to spit out his gum. Yet 
his passion for the children and their 
futures is also tangible, and there's true 
poignancy when he later admits, "the 
kids keep me focused." 
Newcomer Epps is equally impressive 
as the student unfazed by Dan's addic-
tion. Her piercing. stare seems to pene-
trate all of Dan's foibles and glimpses the 
good heart lying beneath. Despite their 
Sh•lrHik• Eppe pole It the Ntw Vorl< 
premier of 'H11f Ntlaon.' 
age difference, Dan and Drey seem to be 
communicating on the same level of play-
ful immaturity and damaged wisdom. No 
tidy happy ending could ever summarize 
this relationship, and the filmmakers wise-
ly avoid any attempt to do so. 
Director/co-writer Fleck and 
producer/co-writer/editor Boden based this 
film on their own 2004 short Gowanus, 
Brooklyn and their self-professed love of 
films from the '70s, usually involving 
friendships between messed-up individuals 
(notably Harold and Maude), is certainly 
apparent here. When Gosling struts into the 
teacher 's lounge hung over, clad in sun-
glasses and wearing an adhesive bandage 
bearing the American flag on his lip, he 
resembles the type of classic antiestablish- ' 
ment hero usually embodied by Bud Cort 
or Jack Nicholson. Their desire to make a 
narrative film of political relevance can 
also be sensed, especially in key confes-
sionals by Dan's class, directed at the cam-
era. 
Yet Fleck and Boden wisely position 
their complex characters as 'the film's pri-
mary focus before any genre styling or 
political preaching. While the shaky, hand-
held cinematography by Andrij Parekh ini-
tially threatens to become a series of 
extreme close-ups (a Ia the awful recent 
miniseries The Path to 9111), it eventually 
proves effective, as does the terrific score 
by Broken Social Scene. The enti.re ensem-
ble is strong, although Mackie stands out as 
the drug dealer whose fatherly treatment of 
Drey could be interpreted any number of 
ways. When Dan states "one thing does not , 
make a man," he's expressing the film's 
philosophy that Stereotypes can never do 
justice to an existence layered with ambi-
guity, hypocrisy and the clumsy but pure 
attempt to do good. . 
Fleck and Boden were present at the 
opening night screening of Half Nelson at 
the Music Box Theatre, 3733 N. Southport 
Ave. As they answered audience questions, 
I was amazed at how they looked and 
sounded exactly like any average film 
major at Columbia. When aslced a technical 
question from a seemingly jaded gentle-
man, Fleck sardonically ~lated, "He 
just said this was the best movie he ever 
saw." They reminisced about how Gosling 
was on location a month before shooting, 
visiting local schools and discussing each 
scene in detail. When I later aslced what 
advice he had for today's film students, 
Fleck admitted this was the first time any-
one had asked him that. He remembered 
asking Jim Jarmusch the same question at 
the Seattle Film Festival's screening of 
Dead Man 10 years ago. His answer was 
familiar but true: Don't wait for the perfect 
moment to make your film. Gather your 
friends, and just do it. 
Perfection is a myth not found in the 
reality of Half Nelson, The struggle of its 
characters, however, achieves a greatness 
that is all its own. 
'Hall Nelson' 
Directed by 
Ryan F'-ck and 
Annaloc»n 
~~~~~ 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Beatles sexy lady 
6 Pinnacle 
10 Donations to the 
poor 
14 Bow of film 
15 Magician 
Henning 
16 Front of the calf 
17 Of an arm bone 
18 Fender flaw 
19 '"Peter Pan" 
pooch 
20 River barrier 
21 Smoothes oui 
the rough spots 
23 Hones 
26 Torment 
persistently 
27 Ms. McEntire 
28 Tent stake 
29 Long narrative 
poems 
31 "Kodachrome" 
singer 
37 Actress Linda 
38 Warble 
39 Options list 
40 Engage in 
delaying tactics 
42 Esau's twin 
43 Deposit 
44 Actor Grant 
45 Kennedy 
assassin 
49 Tablelands 
53 Wasbom in 
55 Final degree 
56 Pis a's river 
57 Bow element 
58 Loos or Louise 
·so Opulent 
61 Loosen up 
62 Did modeling 
63 Toward open 
waters 
64 Snow ride 
65 Way in 
DOwrr· 
1 Desert Storm 
missiles 
2 God of Islam 
3 1984 NFL MVP 
4 One Gershwin 
5 Com serving 
6 Attachment 
7 Spirals 
a Paul of "Scarface" 
0 2006 Tribune Med!e Servicu, inc. 
All rights reserved. 
9 Off-white color 
10 TV's Mr. Grant 
11 City in Tibet 
12 Less 
13 Breaks 
21 Green legume 
22 Old crones 
24 Scout's job, in 
brief 
25 Network of 
''Nature" 
28 Tug 
29 O'Neill and 
Sullivan 
30 Gentle caress 
31 Talk to God 
32 Be ill 
.33 Re)lection, , 
34 Naturalist 
philosopher 
35 Lennon's love 
36 Crux 
38 Talks foolishly 
41 French pronoun 
42 Stick out 
44 Showy showman 
45 Scarlett's last 
name 
Solutions 
A ~ .l N 3 a 3 1 s 
" 3 s " 
a 3 s 0 d 3 s 
" 3 H :l I ~ 
".l I N 'I d 0 0 1 0 N ~ " 
H .l N V'lO ~ ~ a 3 i I 'I H 
s n " 3 .l " 1 d a 1 'IM s 0 
H l) n H A 'I 1 
8 0 :J " r 1 1 'IM 3 N 0 .l s 
n N 3 Vll 1 1 I ~ .l 0 N "a 
N 0 V'll s 1 n " d s :J I d 3 
" 3 d " 8 3 ~ 
s s "10 'I H S N 3 d tl " H S 
d n s 3 H S I 1 0 d . V'l " a 
'I N 'I N <l N · 1 a tl " N 1 n N· . I H S. on 
s V'l 1 " 3 V'l 
46 Rani 's wraps 
47 Cringe 
48 Waikiki 
greeting 
49 Ordinary writing 
50 AM at an easy 
pace 
o a 
" 10 "1. :J 
:J " 3 1 a " s 
51 Absolute 
52 Sheltered from 
the sun 
54 Newborn horse 
58 Mimic · 
59 Persona _ 
grata 
Sudoku By Michael Mepham 
Level: [JJIJ[I][]J 
I ' 3 
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2 7 4 5 I 3 18 
8 3 1 7 6 5 
9 5 7 2 1 4 
6 4 2 8 9 3 
4 8 3 6 2 9 
1 2 9 4 5 : 7 
7 6 5 3 8 1 
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7 I 2 
I 
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i i 1_ 
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I 8 
4 
8 7 15 
I 
2 4 13 
1 6 19 
4 9 2 
3 8 6 
5 1 7 
7 5 1 
6 3 
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I 8 
9 2 4 
i 
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I 1 
- -- -- ---
8 6 
3 
4 j 1 
-
I 6 5 I I 
8 1 
I 
Complete the grid 
so each row, 
column and 3-by-3 
box (in bold 
borders) contains 
every digit 1 to 9 . 
For strategies on 
how to solve 
Sudoku, visit 
www. sudoku. org. uk. 
Sudoku on Mobl!o. 
Entor 783658.com 
.In your mobile 
Web hrowser. 
Got A free gamot 
,~ .. IIJI:nlllt.lf lJVIt1,1JOI II'ol"f llj~ ·y 
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TO THE NINES 
Aaron Reese, 1'9, was 
out enj6}1ing-the,-wea_t.tier 
wheh nqticed·.pimJ . 
i( defini~ . 
mot9or1atwe 'and crefit~e:" 
a market~~ 
~l:,_•:N(CIJI_mr,p urlie<lticm rriajQI:'. ~· 1 like 
clotlles and 
row ih some 
elements"~~ , 
• 
Aquarius (Jan. 21 - Feb, 
19): Your cousin will fmd your 
Facebook or Myspace pro!ile 
and wi ll surpass the initial awk-
wardness when she uncovers 
your secret affair with cousin 
number two. You can take the 
boy out of the South but you 
can't take the South out of the 
boy. · 
• 
Aries (March 21 - April 
20): Whi le picking your nose, 
you will discover a doo!Viay to 
Namia in your left nostril. 
Time to break out the Turkish 
Delight! 
e Gemini(May22 - June21): You will feel momentarily vin-dicated when the asshole work-ing at Dunkin' Donuts smiles a! 
you. What you don't know, 
however, is that he's only smi l-
ing because he made love to 
your Boston creme doughnut. 
• 
Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23): 
Eleven more weeks unti l win-
ter break! 
e Librn (Sept. 24 - bet. 23): The circuit breaker for your apartment will go out, causing you to go into the basement to 
flip the switch. But beware! A 
wild pack of unshaven and sad-
looking clowns have nested 
down there and they won't 
leave without a light. 
• 
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 -
Dec. 2 1 ): Going to fi lm 
school because your favorite 
movie is Faces t!( Death is 11 
fnnl :tsl ic rcnstm . 
·,f\~e_s~ was wearing a 
FrenCfi·t't~nneetion track 
jacket from Burlington Coat 
' Factory, along with signature 
Levi's 527 jeans and some 
all-white Chuck TayLors. 
He enjoys shopping ar 
·Express ;md Nordstrom 
Rack, and was bursting with 
admiration for the new 
Forever 21 men's section. 
While Reese has a preppy 
flair, he really can't stand 
Abercrombie and Fitch. 
" I'm not into that whole 
lifestyle, which causes prob-
lems among i:he other 
p reps," he said. 
Andrew NellesjThe Chronicle 
• 
Pisces (Feb. 20 - March 
20);,.Ydll will:bl!llah1~~t'ltar 
ofai-eality·b·ased tv·Show in 
· . wh.iF,~--. P.t;OPI~-S:w.atch. .- you 
· sfeep. 't.Jnbeknownst to you, 
the suc.cess of the .show stems 
mostly from how you talk 
during your sleep. People 
will never look at your dog 
the same way again. 
0 Taurus (April 21 - May 21 ): Vegans don't like dick cheese for the same reason everyone else doesn't. . 
Cancer (June 22 - July· 
23): In the future, school 
children will view the z<\m· 
bie apocalypse with the same 
joyful glee they do with snow 
days. Instead of making 
snowmen, they wi ll construct 
meat men and throw zombie 
I imbs at each other instead of 
snowballs. 
G. · · Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): You will ndd another reason for not tiding the Pink Line when it is hijacked by 
pirates- bun pirates. Luckily, 
they'll only take the Ugg boots 
ofT of the bimbo sitting across 
from you. 
G) Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): Sweet talking to the vending machine and slipping 
it some tongue will not get it 
to lower its prices. You've got 
to go nil the WI\Y for that 
clnssy dame. 
@ Cnpricorn (Dec. 22 - Jun. 20): One of the perks of going to Hell is knowir~g that 
nt) joke is oil' limits. 
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U.S. Cellular® gets me ... so I can always get the score. 
Athletics Website - Over 50 000 Hits In First Month! 
•• 
-CJ CURRENT SPORTS 
Baseball -Cycling- Soccer- Wrestling 
Cross Country - capoelra - Men's Lacrosse 
'{:r CURRENT SPORTS INTERESTS 
Tennis- Fast-Pitch Softball - 16w Softball 
Volleyball -Women's Basketball - Kickball 
Men's Basketball- Flag Football- Raquetball 
Women's Lacrosse - Ultimate Frisbee 
Swimming- Dance- Diving Cheerleading 
Rugby - Palntball - Gymnastics -Water Polo 
Since the launch of the athletics website on August 28th, 2006 the website 
has had over 50,000 hits to the website. The Renegades believe that this 
number will grow dramatically once they are able to focus more on their 
marketing campaigns later this semester. They are also looking for students 
that would like to take an active role with the website updating and 
upgrades. If you are interested in being a webmaster for the athletics 
website then please e-mail athletics@colum.edu or visit the website at 
http:/ /athletics.colum.edu to contact them. 
Want to sign up? Don't see your Interest on the list? 
NO PROBLEM! VIsit . 
http:// ATHLETICS.COLUM.EDU 
· -CJ ANNOUNCMENTS 
Cheerleadlng 
Interested in cheerleadlng? Come to 1104 S. Wabash 
In the Conaway Center on Tues. Sept. 26th at 5:30pm. 
Softball 
Interested In softball? Come to 1104 S. Wabash 
in the Conaway Center on Tues. Sept. 26th at 3:00pm. 
Y. US. Cellular 
We connect with you-. 
f::r FITNES AND INTRAMURAL$ 
Free classes for Columbia students held at the fitness J 
center loocated at Roosevelt University - Marvin Moss 
Center at 425 S. Wabash, 4th Floor. 
*PIIates- Every Wednesday In September 4:30-5:30pm 
*Abs- Thursdays 6-6:30pm . 
*Cardlo Klckbox· Thursdays 6:30-7:00pm 
We are looking for anyone interested In 
being our Marketing-Events Coordinator! 
Please contact them through their website if interested. 
The Renegades are looking for sponsors! If your business 
would like to sponsor club sports, please email us at: 
Athletlcs@colum.edu 
Student Athletics Association (Renegades) 
1104 S. Wabash Lower Level Office A 
getusc.com 
1·888-buy-uscc 
22 
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Don't blow your dough on this snow • 
Once in a while there 
comes a story that paints 
a beautiful portrait . of 
Amencan advert1smg 
culture gone berserk. It 
speaks volumes about 
the capitalist landscape. 
Only in this country does 
By Cyry1 Jakubowski a company have the balls 
Commentary Editor to name an energy drink 
after the age-old 
Pen1vian marching powder- cocaine. 
Comedian Denis Leary once said that 
"the best pitch I ever heard about cocaine 
was back in the early '80s when a street 
dealer followed me down the sidewalk 
going. 'l got some great blow man. I got the 
stuff that killed Belushi. "' 
pens. Call it a party favor. 
"We do not technically advocate the mix-
ing of Cocaine with alcohol, but if we did 
here 's what we'd try," Drinkcocaine.com, 
the product's website, wrote. Then it 
r~ns down a laundry list of 
possible drink mixes with 
names like Liquid 
Cocaine and 
Cocaine Blast. 
The drink will 
not be market-
ed for health 
nut s or 
workaholics, - ...... 
but will be 
site claims that "Cocaine is not just a re-
hasl) of existing drinks: It is a completely 
unique new formula - it tas:es like a fire-
ball, a carbonated atomic fireball!" 
What exactly is ·a carbonated atomic 
fireball? To me it sounds like a 
lit up fart. 
" I can think of no 
other product except 
real cocaine that 
could have that 
effect on the pub-
lic," Kirby told 
the Post. He 
also said that 
there is an 
ingredient, 
which is being 
kept secret, 
that was added 
Beside, cocaine the drug already has a 
bad enough reputation. According to the 
DEA, nearly 2,600 kilograms of coke were 
seized last year in Illinois and 120,000 
kilos in the nation. Chicago is the major 
transportation hub and distribution center 
throughout the Midwest because of its loca-
tion. There's a shitload of cocaine out there 
on tlie streets and we don't need anymore 
of it even though humorist and commen-
tator P.J. O'Rourke once said, " Drugs have 
taught an entire generation of Americans 
the metric system." 
When I think of cocaine the drug, I don't 
think about Eric Clapton's song, (however 
catchy), "Cocaine" which glamorized its 
use, but about the fi'iends I've seen swal-
lowed by their addictions. When I think of 
Cocaine the energy drink I think of some 
jackass kid overdosing because nobody 
Of course. cocaine the drug doesn't real-
ly need a sales pitch. It se lls itself. However 
obvious it is that energy drink companies 
will do anything to sell their swill. calling 
}our product after a drug that ruined noses 
and lives since the '70s is irresponsible. 
sold to par-
tygoers at 
nightclubs in 
New York 
this fall. 
That's exactly 
what the Lindsay 
to the drink to told him that perhaps he shouldn't be mix-
numb the throat ing cocaine with Cocaine. But live and let 
and simulate the live. 
Lohan sce ne Joshua CcvarrubiaS(The Chronicle effects of actual Let's get serious. Naming your product 
Last week a Las Vegas company, Redux 
Beverages. announced the release of a new 
line of energy drinks targeted for partygo-
ers-you know. drunks staggering in night-
clubs. The energy drink, Cocaine, is 350 
percent stronger than Red Bull and gives 
you no crash since it uses dextrose instead 
of cane sugar and other ingredients like 
vitamin B 12 and other stuff found in Red 
Bull. 
Red Bull. the benchmark to which all 
other energy drinks are compared, is also a 
key ingredient in a Jagermeister bomb. But 
just as you would never mix real cocaine 
with alcohol (because no one does that, 
right?), energy drinks are not intended for 
mixing it with booze- it just sort of hap-
needs- more excus-
es to stay up later and 
fall down harder. 
Even though there is no 
cocaine inside, the makers of the drink 
argue that its effects are part chemical and 
part psychological . 
" When a person sees the name of the 
drink, some psychological effect happens 
and the person is already experiencing the 
energy buzz before they even open the 
can," James Kirby, inventor of the drink, 
said in the New York Post. 
The company also said that the drink 
gives you a "high" within five minutes, fol-
lowed by a caffeine boost 15 minutes later, 
according to the New York Post. The web-
cocaine, according to 
the New York Post. 
But before you get excited 
and call your friends in New York 
to ship you a couple of kilos of the legal 
alternative Cocaine, think of this as nothing 
more than a feeble attempt at getting col-
lege students' money. Obviously they are 
trying to get you to try tom ix it with booze. 
Red Bull and vodka is nothing new, and 
Redux is trying to capitalize on that idea by 
sparking controversy with its namesake. 
While Redux has every right to call it's 
product Cocaine, it just sends the wrong 
message to young folks. "Well, shit, if this 
stuff gets me high, I wonder what the real 
thing will do?" 
Roamin' 
Numerals 
I $1 350 The amount that A ir Canada, 
' Canada's largest airline, bi lled an 
unruly passenger after he de layed an overseas 
flight by 27 minutes on March 10, 2006. Guy 
Fuentes will try to appeal Air Canada's fine. 
He was allegedly verbally abusive to Air 
Canada staff, according to two written pas-
senger statements as reported in the Toronto 
Star. 
$ 1 b I" Ill" On The amount of money that the Internet search 
engine Yahoo! is report-
edly willing to shell out for Facebook, the popular 
social networking site which has a big following 
with students, according to BBC. Yahoo! has also 
held separate talks with Microsoft and Yiacom, 
according to the Wall Street Journal. 
What are they thinking? 
By K1m Haburn 
Copy Ed~or 
In case you hadn ' t 
noticed, it 's election sea-
son. With the gubernatori-
al election less than two 
months away, the TV ads 
a~e getting increasingly 
negative and give no real 
information on the candi-
dates' platforms. This is 
sad considering that elec-
tions are won based on 
who dragged whom through the muck better. 
Gov. Rod Blagojevich is running for re-
election against challenger Judy Baar 
Topinka, former state treasurer. Two of their 
negative campaign ads arc equally ridiculous 
for several reasons. 
In one ad, we ~ec Gov. Blagojevich sitting 
in a cla\voom full of children of various cth-
ni"tle\. with a little African-American girl 
\itting on hi' lap. 1 hi, i~ to ~how that he can 
relate tu all hi~ wn~l iluent' and not j uM the 
upper-middle-cia'~ white one\ For ,orne 
rca<.<m whenever I ~cc th1, ad. all I ~an think 
abotJI I, the cp1~1xlc of' "<;cinf'cld" when 
( rwrgc rnu,t prove he lw• hlack friend~ in 
IJfdcr ntrl 111 he lalx:lcd a rat"l 
Anyw;1y, the <•d then tlll' to very nnllauer-
lnJt ~lu'll, of Jndy llaar lopinku :opp<orcntly 
yelling at someone or something olf camera. 
The voiceover tells us that Topinka wants to 
increase gambling in the state, but won' t use 
any of the revenue to fund schools. Cut back 
to Blagojevich and the kids, who then 
scream "What 's she thinking?" 
From just ana lyzing this commercial, 
there arc only two conclusions I can take 
away from il. One, Topinka hates kids, and 
two, she's greedy. Where else is the money 
going to go if it's not going to schools, 
except in her pocket? While I'm sure neither 
of those conclusions is correct,13lagojevich's 
ad would lead you to believe Topinka is the 
devil incarnate. 
'lopinka's ads arc no better. After the story 
broke aoout the $ 1,500 check written to 
131agojcvich;s daughter for her seventh binh-
day, which might have been in exchange for 
a job, Topinka ran a new ad accusing 
ntagojevich of comtption. Topinku accusing 
IJI<ogojcvich of corruption i• the pot calling 
thr: kettle black aller all , ' he ha• tics with 
lorrner (iov, ( icorgc J<ynn. who was recently 
' Cio!CilCetJ to [ln.OJI . 
' f he mtllonllccr '""a voice yuu'd expect to 
hear ill a honor movie alld rend' orr the list 
of lllagojev1ch'' " I" while fla , hillg lllllllbcrs 
Utrt>'~ the 'crecn 'f he h.-1 ' hot " a pictu•c of 
the governor with the words " Rod 
Blagojcvich. Had enough?" as the voiceover 
reads along. 
Yet these negative ads do seem to be hav-
ing an effect on v9ters, according to a recent 
Chicago Sun-Times/NBC5 poll. According 
to the poll, Blagojevich leads Topinka by 30 
points, 56 percent to 26 percent. The survey 
also asked participants how the ads affected 
their potential votes. Almost 25 percent of 
those polled said the ads made them want to 
vote for Blagojevich. 
This latest poll supports a 1999 study con-
ducted by Ruth Ann Weaver Lariscy and 
Spencer F. Tinkham, two researchers fi'om 
the University of Georgia. The res.:archers 
created two fake candidates from Kentucky 
running for the U.S. House of 
Representatives and made campaign videos 
for both of them. The viJeos were then 
shown to u group of volunteers ond the 
rc,carchcrs polled the vo lunteers immediate-
ly allcr watching the video• ami then several 
times Inter. 
What the study concludcJ wus that ncgn-
tivc cumpaig11 nd• huvc 11 lnsti1tg illt)lllCt on 
viewers. all intpnct whidt uctuully grows 
•trongel' 11vcr time. Positive ntis In del\:11sc of 
1111 nllnck ad were ' how11 not tu work unly 
Cl>LUMBIA CHRONICLE www.ColumbioChronide.com 
Cocaine only furth'ers the acceptance o(the 
drug. Red Bull is already known as " liquid 
crack" in the party circuit. And while some 
energy drinks are often viewed as health 
supplements, some people might get the 
wrong idea with a drink · like Cocaine. 
What 's nex.t? Branding sleeping pills 
Heroin or apples with a methamphetamine 
sticker that says "made in rural Illinois?" 
Just as I wouldn' t go out of my way to 
score some blow off the street, I likely 
won'tjump on the back of the charging red 
bull or a Ginseng monster to the nearest 
dealer in order to get my can of Cocaine--
unless the firsi fix is free. Furthering 
cocaine's appeal by calling an energy drink 
after it is irresponsible. 
31 The number of years ago that stuntnian and kung fu star 
· Jackie Chan appeared in a 
porngraphic movie. ''The porn movie' at 
that time was more conservative than 
the current films," Chan told the 
Information Times. The 1975 porno was 
called All in the Family. 
launching a negative ad in retaliation could 
affect viewers' opinions. 
Negative campaign ads severely underes-
timate the intelligence of voters, but they 
have, unfommately, become a part oftoday's 
political climate and culture. Instead of can-
didates engaging in a real dialogue about 
what this country needs, our political system 
has been reduced to attacks on the other can-
didate's character. Since positiv~ ads in 
defense of a candidate have been shown not 
to work after an opponent has attacked her, 
the campaign becomes one long, vicious 
cycle of negative ads. 
Democracy doesn't work unless voters are 
informed about key issues. That's the reason 
the Electoml College was created-the 
Founding Fathers didn "t trust the general 
American public to mnke the right choice. 
Instead of respondin~ to th.:sc ads as the 
University of Georgin study says most peo-
ple do. voters should try to resi t the emo-
tional nppenl of negutive cnmpaigns ond 
instcnd press the cnndidntcs fur n discu ion 
ofl'l•ul issuos. The decision of whom to vote · 
for ~hould be bn$<XI on more thnn nttncks. 
Let's prove the Foundinll Futhcrs wronl! md 
t:hoos~ th~ ~nndidotc thttt will be t erve our 
n~cds. nut the tlnc with th be 1 conlmcrcinl. 
H~r_.,,..,,rn Eri(.K1198~~ (,yfyt J~kUIJ<JWikl Jim JQWUISkl Mru y Kmnko Mlthnnlla•mkl 
l'hotut«ttor 
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Editorials 
R.I.P. common sense 
I n the cult film Fight Club, Tyler Durden (Brad Pin, before he lost his edge) 
gets up from an airplane seat 
and asks, "Now a question of 
etiquene. As I pass, do I give 
you the ass or the crotch?" It 's 
a pertinent question to ask, 
especially around Columbia, 
where common sense is not 
common, even on a cell 
phone. 
Indeed, we are living in a 
time when commuters com-
plain about potholes not being 
fixed and then get infuriated 
when there is road construc-
tion . We live in a time when 
people use public restrooms 
and wash their hands with the 
vigor of a Howard Hughes-
esque germophobe and then 
grab onto that filthy doorknob 
as if it was the last batch of 
Krispy Kreme doughnuts. 
Just when d id common 
sense hold its burial service? 
From life coaches to self-help 
, books to tomes about business 
etiquette, common sense has 
taken a nosedive into a world 
filled with confused individu-
als; oddly enough, most of 
them on their cell phones. It is 
embarrassing that people are 
making money te!ling us what 
we should already know. But 
what's worse is the " I don' t 
care" mentality that some stu-
dents display on their phones 
and in regular conversation. 
In New Rules @ Work: 79 
Etique//e Tips, Tools and 
Techniques to Get Ahead and 
Stay Ahead, business commu-
nications consultant 13arbara 
Pachter writes about various 
crimes against etiquette and 
manners such as contempo-
rary guidel ines to goof-proof 
email to verbal d iplomacy, 
according to Amazon.com. 
The Sept. 18 USA Today 
review of the book said the 
author has some suggestions 
such as " If you're in a meet-
ing, put your phone on vibrate 
and do no not sing along with 
your musical ring." 
Nearly 90 percent of cell 
phone users think it is the oth-
ers who are rude on the ir 
phones and few admit to 
doing the same, according to 
an April AP-AOL-Pew poll. 
Yes, talking about that weird 
infection or a bowel move-
ment on the elevator should 
be a no-brainer by now. Plus 
it's poor taste, too. 
Yeah, there is no excuse for 
sing ing "She's a maniac, 
maniac on the floor, and she's 
danc ing like she's never 
danced before," but the way 
some people behave on their 
phones is atrocious. Granted, 
most Columbia students don't 
need a business etiquette 
book, but some manner tips 
are due--particu larly when t:> 
shut up, get the line moving at 
Taco Bell, chew with your 
mouth closed and actu1:ly tip 
the bartender when you' re 
downing Red Bull and vodka. 
Now this doesn't mean stu-
dents should pour over tlte 
works coming from the cour-
tesy barometer of American 
society-the Emily Post 
Institute-but manners should 
be common sense. The insti-
tute by the way, according to 
the webs;te, addresses "the 
societal concerns of the 21st 
century including business 
etiquette, raising polite chil-
dren and civi lity in America." 
Only one glance at reality 
shows like " Wife Swap" or 
"Trading Spouses," however, 
should signal that there is 
something wrong with parad-
ing your dirty laundry in pub-
lic. Those kids must have a 
great time at school after film-
ing such an embarrassing 
piece of Americana. 
How about giving credit 
wllere it's due? The decision 
to put plastic ashtrays by the 
624 S. Michigan Ave. build-
ing, despite the smoking ban, 
is praiseworthy. Someone out 
there has enough common 
sense by not making the jani-
tor comb the cement sprawl, 
cleaning up the leftovers of 
smokers. 
Common sense is not 
something that should have to 
be taught. Granted, although 
we all have our moments of 
breaking a few unwritten rules 
in the past, there is something 
to be said about the lack of 
common sense when hearing 
someone say "Girl , you 
should have seen the cock-
asaurus I was sucking over the 
weekend," in public. 
Artists can play ball 
Welcome to the won-derful world of sports at Columbia. 
There's a sentence that until 
recently was just a sarcastic 
social commentarv about the 
lack of· sports· clubs at 
Columbia and how artists are 
generally not known for their 
athletic abi lities. Granted, 
· artists were usually the last 
ones to get picked for the 
annual kickball tournament in 
high school, bJJt that doesn't 
mean artists can't kick ass in 
kickball. 
Before we had sports 
teams, the generdl misconcep-
tion about students w ho 
attended Columbia was that 
they wouldn 't make pee-wee 
league even if they tried. 
Sports interest has been 
increasing dramatica lly at 
Columbia and with The 
Renegades, which has base-
ball and soccer clubs running 
under the . radar for a few 
years, this is a great time to 
expand our horizons and wel-
come .sports into our student 
life. 
Somebody must be doing 
something right. 
Because there is more fund-
ing as well as sports interest in 
general, numerous clubs and 
intramural sp:>rts will be 
organized under the Student 
Athletics Association. The 
Office of Student Life is pro-
viding funding for the SAA in 
order to pay for future club 
sports with a $ 10,000 annual 
budget, which comes from 
activity fees charged to every 
student. Now the money that 
could have been spent on 
berets will be spent on base-
ball bats and soccer balls-
touche. 
It's about time Columbia 
lost its art school stigma and 
s tart competing· with other 
schools. Athletics are neces-
sary in academics. Come on, 
if ancient Greece was able to 
display its physical prowess, 
Columbia can too. 
Beside the obvious health 
benefits that ure associated 
with sports, Columbia can 
strive to d iversifY not on ly 
culturally but athletically as 
well. 
Team sports create compe-
tition and that is a great moti-
vational tool. While students 
who go here arc generally 
competitive in order to make 
it in the job world, physical 
competition is as important. It 
helps to teach the age-old les-
son of playing well with oth-
ers. We need to keep challeng-
ing ourselves and ri sing 
toward new heights, not just 
academically, but phys ically 
as well . 
While there will surely be 
numerous claims that we suck 
when we compete, at least we 
might have flag football. 
More so, Columbia sports 
under the Renegades, have 
only one place to go-up. 
Let's face it, professional 
sports have a paramount fol-
lowing in this city. We have 
two baseball teams, one that 
sucks and one that's o;alled the 
Sox. We have a prom1smg 
basketball season this year, 
with the Bulls acquiring 
·Detroit's Ben Wallace over 
the summer and finally get-
ting that strong guy in the 
middle. The Chicago Bears, at 
the time of publication, are up 
2-0, with thrill-packed games 
that are almost orgasmic. 
This is a magical time to be 
a Chicago sports fan. And 
pleasure results from knowing 
that wheels are in motion to 
increase interest in sports at 
Columbia. Over the years 
Columbia is trying to change 
its image. Titere is no bencr. 
way of changing the school's 
image than b.y appealing to 
that one common den om ina-
tor that affects the majority of 
this country: sports. 
The Columbia Chromcle is a student-produced pub· 
lication of Columbia College Ch1cago and does not 
!lecessanly represent, in whole or in part. the VJews 
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Board of The Columbia Chronicle. 
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All text. photos and graphics are the 
property ol The Columbia Chronicle and may not 
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Columbia College Chicago. 
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Back from the Drawing Boards 
THE POPE AS A DANISH CARfOON!Sf 
DonWrigllVMCT 
Terrence Nowicki/MCT 
fttl.O\/Dt m ~55 AT (,UAAf,ijW\0 
Tf£ m5 TOC( NlliDPEClED ~ ... 
Have an opinion about something you read on these ;>ages? Did you 
catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or believe strongly 
about an issue that faces a ll of us here at Columbia? 
Why not write a Letter to the Editor? At the bottom of Page 23 you' ll find a 
set of guide lines on how to do this. Let us hear from you. 
- The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board 
l etters to the editor must1nclude full name. year. maJOr 
and phone number. All letters are ed1tcd for grammar 
and may be cut due to a lim1ted space . 
Letters can be faKed to (312) 344a430, 
&-mailed to ChronlcleOoolum.edu or ma11ed to 
The Columbia Chronicle, 33 E. Congress Parl<way 
Suite 224. Chicago, ll. 60605-1996. 
Press releases 
ChronlcleOcolum.edu 
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The Columb1a Chron1cle 
33 E. Congress Parkway 
SUite 224 
ChiCago.IL. 60605- 1996 
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Advert1s1ng Flt.: (312)344-8032 
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Running for cover 
Mauricio Rublo(The Chronicle 
In an act of futility, a man tries to cover himself from the downpour at Congress Parkway 
and Michigan Avenue on Sept. 22. For several minutes, tornado si rens bellowed 
throughout downtown Chicago ~uring the early evening. 
Kickball: 
Participants range 
from college-age 
to middle-age 
Continued from Back Page 
Magazine, and I saw an article 
about different leagues forming 
across the country," Crook said. 
For a person like Crook who 
is interested, kickball is similar 
to baseball and softball . All 
three sports have a system of 
balls, strikes and outs. A kick-
ball field is about the length of a 
softball field, with the bases 60 
feet apart. Teams must have at 
least I I players, but up to 25 
people can be on one team. A 
regulation game lasts five 
innings. However, a tie could be 
called if the teams are tired after 
fi ve innings. 
All other rules for Chicago 
Kickball are based on the stan-
dard rules sheet used by 
WAKA. 
This season, the league has 
been playing in the 
Ravenswood neighborhood at 
Winnemac Park, 5 100 N. 
Leavitt St. 
Alcng with the nostalgic 
aspect of the sport, Chicago 
Kickball also acts as social net-
work, connecting many differ-
ent people who have an interest 
in the sport . 
"The league he lps people 
make friends eas ily," Crook 
said. "At least 100 people go to 
the bar wi th you after a game. 
I" m from Michigan, and I"ve 
met a lot o f my friends through 
kickball." 
Piccoli has gained friendships 
from Ch1cago K1ckball as well. 
"It's a really friendly league." 
City Beat I September 25, 2006 
Piccoli said. "Two new people 
[who] j oined the league came 
from Columbia and only live a 
few houses down from me. I 
neve r knew that be fore the 
league started." 
Bars play an important part in 
Chicago Kickball . Ravenswood 
Pub, 5455 N. Ravenswood Ave., 
curren tly sponsors the league. 
Along with supplying the teams 
with uniforms, Ravenswood 
Pub also gives members dis-
counts on drinks. 
"Many of our customers were 
al ready on a team," 
Ravenswood Pub owner Ken 
Hancock said. "They seemed 
like nice people, so we decided 
to give it a shot." 
Hancock went on to say he 
has no problems with continu-
ing to sponsor Chicago 
Kickball . 
"So far, we've only agreed to 
the fall season," Hancock said. 
" But, if they stay in the area, 
we' ll be happy to remain their 
sponsor. We're very happy with 
them, and they're very happy 
with us." 
Crook said that people inter-
ested in joining can register 
online as either an individual 
player or with a group. 
"If a season is already a few 
weeks underway, they will be 
put on hold until next season," 
Crook said : "We try to be 
lenient if people try to join 
within the first three weeks of 
the season, but after that, it 's 
too late." 
Crook, as well as Piccol i, 
mentioned that spreading kick-
ball to areas like the suburbs has 
crossed their minds, but so far, 
there hasn't been enough of a 
demand for it. Still, Piccoli 
hopes o thers will be motivated 
to join the fun of kickball. 
chronicle@colum.edu 
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Off the rack 
Bike theft, available 
racks a vicious cycle 
By Allison Riggio 
Assistant C11Y Beat Editor 
Signposts, parking meters, 
fences and trees-these are just 
a few of the non- traditional 
places where many Chicago 
bicyclists find themselves lock-
ing up their bikes. When a bike 
rack is unavailable--either not 
present or completely full-
cyclists risk bike theft by not 
locking up properly-or securely. 
According to David Glowacz, 
the director of education at the 
Chicagoland Bicycle Federation, 
the cit)< is currently working on 
reducing bicycle theft in its Bike 
2015 Plan. Examining the fre-
quency and types of theft will be 
beneficial in understanding means 
of prevention. · 
" It niay tum out that register-
ing your bike is one of the best 
things you could do, [but] we 
don 't know," Glowacz said. 
where her bike was stolen, and 
she chose to lock it to a signpost. . 
While this may often be the only 
available option to bicyclists, 
there are <iefinite risks to locking 
a bike on any easy-to-tamper-
wi th structure, according to 
Kevin Monahan, president of the 
University of Illinois at 
Chicago's bike club. 
" I think it's very dangerous to 
be [locking a bike on a signpost] 
beca·use it could be lifted right 
over," Monailan said. 
1 he city has installed I 0,500 
bicycle racks in the last 13 years 
to ensure that bicycles can be 
locked safely, therefore encour-
aging cycling, according to John 
Greenfield, Bike Program 
Manager and consultant for the 
Chicago Department of 
Transportatiou. 
If a bike rack is not available, 
cyclists can request that one be 
installed on any c ity owned 
property through several 
means-including visiting 
ChicagoBikes.org, calling 31 1 
Mary McKane, a 
recent Columbia 
graduate, had not 
registered her bike 
, with the city before 
it was stolen near 
Fullerton and 
Cicero avenues. 
"If a thief has 
enough time-and (f 
they really want to-
they can steal any 
bike." 
or stopping by a 
variety of local 
lib raries. post 
offices and bike 
shops to fi ll out a 
request card , 
Greenfield said. 
"I don 't rea lly 
tnink it would 
[have done] any 
good," McKane 
said. "I just think 
-John Greenfield, 
Chicago's Department of 
Transportation Bike 
Program Manager 
Since. locking a 
bicy_cle to a sign-
post or parking 
meter is lega l, 
Greenfield said he 
that the po lice department ~-roba­
bly has a l9 t more important 
things to be dealing with." 
In 2005, 2,334 bihs ·were 
reported stolen. and 1,679 thus 
far in 2006, according to police 
department statistics. 
,. McKarie doesn't think there 
was a bike rack near the Jccation 
tries to place tho 
.city's limited number of bike 
racks in areas where there are no 
existing structures for bicyclists 
to lock to. No matter what the 
structure~ however, correctly 
locking a bike is imperative to 
keeping ·it safe. 
"[There are] decals on the 
racks [to] show proper 10ck:ng 
WI.NNER! 
BEST OFF-BROADWAY MUSICAL 
Keith Bishton/ The Chronicle 
Bicycles cluster together at a bike rack on Van Buren Street near Financial Place. The city is currently 
attempting to reduce the nurr.ber of bike thefts in its Bike 2015 Plan. according to Chicagoland Bicycle 
Federation Education Director David Glowacz. 
techniques ," Greenfield said. 
"We're trying to Jet people know 
that the presence of a bike rack 
is not going to guarantee your 
bike is secure." 
Greenfield recommends cyclists 
use a "u-lock" to lock their bike 
through at least one tire and the 
frame. Since single tires are often 
stolen off ofbicycles, he suggested 
additionally using either a cable 
lock or a chain to secure the other 
tire and the frame. 
" If a thief has enough time-
and if they really want to-they 
can steal any bike," Green field 
said. " If they see your bike 
locked with two locks and 
there's another one wi th just 
one, they ' ll pass your bike 
over." 
Monahan, however, has noticed 
the difficulty of fi.'lding ample 
b1cycle parking on some non-
city properties, like UIC proper-
ty owned by the state and retail-
er properties owned by private 
businesses. Proper locking tech-
niques aren 't beneficial if there 
are n.o secure structures to Jock a 
t,;ke to 
''I'm not going to Jock it up 
outside [where it could easi ly] 
get stolen," Monahan said. 
According to Greenfield, a 
zoning ordinance now requires 
all new construction, major ren-
ovations and changes-of-busi-
ness to provide a certain per-
centage of bike parking-usual -
ly a ratio o f the number of car 
spaces required. This, however, 
does-not demand any change for 
existing private establishments, 
be added. 
"Sometimes when get 
requests from cyclists [for pri-
vate-property bike racks] I will 
contact the manager of the store 
and offer to send them our 
brochure and see if they' re inter-
ested in getting [a bike rack]," 
Greenfield said. 
Monahan has noticed ~everal 
private business owners in the 
city Jacking in bike parking. 
After questioning two ·retailers, 
Monahan said that one employee 
insisted a new rack bad been 
ordered after the pre·;iou~ was 
vandalized, and another neigh-
boring retailer clairr!ed its park-
ing lot was managed by an out-
s ide company that wouldn 't 
allow additional bike parking. 
" If the cycling community 
continues to talk about who is a 
good business partner with the 
cycling community and who is 
not, I think that naturally our 
economy will shi ft towards the 
better partners," Monahan said. 
Though Monahan said he was 
impressed with the city's effi-
ciency in installing racks on its 
property, he thinks a greater 
effort should be made to encour-
age private property owners to 
accommodate bicyclists, too. 
"[The city] could be working 
with these business owners to 
give them tax incentives [or] to 
give them breaks on the cost of 
[the bike racks]," Monahan said. 
"Having more bikes means ·Jess 
cars, means easier wear and tear 
on the streets [and] means easier 
policing of traffic-and those 
are all expenses in the city. It all 
comes full circle." 
ariggio@chroniclemail.com 
2005 OUTER CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD 
WINNER! 
FAVORITE LONG-RUNNING OFF-BROADWAY. SHOW 
2006 BROADWAY.COM AUDIENCE AWARD 
OCTOBER 10-29. CALL (312)902-1400 ~ALLE..-8ANKCJiiEATRE 
Become stronger, smarter and more prepared to 
f~ce ~ny challenge. With over 150 careers to 
choose from , the Army is your chance to make a 
d~fereoce in ycur life and in the future of )-:>ur 
country. Find out how you can become An Arrny Of 
One at GOARMY.COM or calli -8\lO .. l'SA ·ARMY. 
Visit or call an Army · 
recruiter today to 
find out about 
Tuition Assistance 
and Reimburr.emerrt 
Where: 1239 N. Clybourn Ave. Suite 226 Chicago, ll 
When: Call or visit your Army recruiter today 
Who: Sgt. 1st Class Jorge Villalobos (312) 202-0430 
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Mendel exllibit 
plants .its seed 
Works by 'father of 
genetics' on display 
at Field Museum 
By Katie Chor 
StstfWrfter 
For the first time. an exhibit 
dedicated to Gregor Mendel has 
traveled beyond Europe and has 
made its way to the Field 
Museum, 1400 .S. Lake Shore 
Drive. The exhi\>it, "Gregor 
Mendel: Planting th<! Seeds of 
Genetics," comprises artifacts 
from his life, interactive experi-
ments and contemporary artwork 
inspired by the science of genetics. 
Mendel is responsible for lay-
ing the groundwork on the study 
of genetics from which scientists 
discovered genes, heredity and 
DNA. This is why Mendel is · 
· often referred to as the " father of 
genetics." 
"Most people knew him only 
from a paragraph in their high 
school textbook," said Dr. 
Shannon Hackett, curator of the 
exhibit. "This is giving his story a 
linle more profile." 
The exhibit begins with a histor-
ical tin1eline of the study of genes, 
startmg in 8000 B.C., when farm-
ers were known to crossbreed their 
best plants an:! animals. Today sci-
entists use gt:netics to cure dis-
eases, study evolution and solve 
crimes. But Mendel lies in-
between as a key component in the 
knowledge of heredity. 
"Mendel's discovery is funda-
mental to bow we see our world," 
said John McCarter, president of 
the Field Museum. · 
llte exhibit has interactive sta-
tions that teach these findings. 
Visitors can recreate his famous 
experiment by crossbreeding dif-
ferent colored flowers on a touch-
screen computer. Giant plastic pea 
pods show whicl: pea inherited 
which trait. The interdctive com-
puters $how the different ratios 
with eacli offspring. 
Mendel crossbred garden pea 
plants and studied the traits of their 
offspring. He discovered that 
· instead of the offspring blending 
both traits from each parent, they 
inherit one or the other. lltis ,is 
how Mendel discovered and found 
the mathematical ratio predicting 
what scientists today call domi-
nant and recessive genes. Mendel 
published his findings in 1866, but 
scientists underestimated the sig-
nificance of the study. The Field 
Museum developed a partnership 
with the Mendel Museum, located 
in the abbey of St. Thomas in 
Bmo, Czech Republic, after 
McCarter returned from his trip 
there. 
Keith Blshton/ The Chronicle 
'A Treasury of Human Inheritance' by Christine Borland's on display at the Field Mus~um exhibit 'Gregor 
Mendel: Planting the Seeds ·ot Genetics.' · 
Mendel as one of his heroes," her class about Mendel, the exhib-
Hackett said. "He visited the it makes the lesson come alive. 
exhibit, and that's how it all "(The students) were looking 
started." around, saying 'Cool, that's what · 
Teacher Kristine Nader and her you meant,"' she said. " It's really 
fifth-grade class from St. Paul of exciting." 
the Cross School in Park Ridge Photographs of St. Thomas and 
have been studying Mendel and Mendel are scattered throughout 
were given a sneak preview of the the exhibit. Artifacts from his lab 
exhibit. Nader said after teaching are also on display. Species of 
of the monastery. He died at 62, 
long bef'on: the scientific commu- • 
nity credited him for his ground-
breaking discoveries. 
"Mendel ruid such a great record 
of diligence and $ientific creativ-
ity," McCarter said. . · 
,r;;;;;;p;r;p;;~p;;;p;w;;;;;~;;;;~;;;;;;;;;•r;;w;;;;;;;;;;;;.p;;w;;;;;;;;;;~rp;;;;;r;;;;;;~~~ grass, yellowed and wilted, as well 
as other specimens Mendel stud-
ied more than I 00 years ago are 
shown. Journals containing 
Mendel's drawings and. bo.oks of 
notes from his library are opened 
to pages of significance. His farm-
ing and scientific tools, including 
his telescope and microscope, are 
displayed. These artifacts are most 
of what's left of Mendel's life, 
accordi.,g tc exhibition developer 
MarkAlvey. · 
Contemporary artwork inspired 
by the science of genetics is dis-
played throughout the exhibit in 
different mediums. Artist 
Christine Borland created a 
mobile out of colored stones that 
represents a ·case study of'. 
HuntingtQll's disease, D deg,enera-
tive neurological disorder, across 
five generations of a family. Each 
color represents a series of symp-
toms. 
_... .,. ••• 'Peter~ 
"Uproarious ... fiendishly funny! 
The laughs come with a sting! Thornton and Heder keep you howling. 
Jon Heder orbtts past his 'Napoleon Dynamite' character at last 
by getting seriously fierce! A hot and rowdy funfest!" 
"lltere are very · little of 
Mendel's pictures left," said 
Alvey, who visited the abbey of St. 
Thomas in March of las: year. A 
picture of Mende1's · home and 
baptism certificate are the only 
artifacts preserved from his early 
life. · 
Mendel was born to poor farm-
ers before joining the abbey of St. 
Thomas at age 21. He later'studied 
science and math at the University 
ofVienna. When he returned to the 
monastery, he began his famous 
genetic research of the garden pea 
plant. At 46, he was elected abbot 
Although it is a bit unconven-
tional to blend art and science, 
Hackett said she feels the art fits 
well. 
"It's a unique aspect," Hackett 
said. "I think there's an element of 
novelty and creativity in science." 
Scientists at the Field Museum 
also conduct DNA studies in the 
Pritzker Laboratory. One of 
these "Modem Mendels" will be 
at the exhibit one Sat_urday a 
month. The exhibit runs through 
April I, 2007. Classes and pro-
grams are available. 
For more information, call 
(312) 922-9410 orvisitwww.field-
·, 
museum.org. 
chronic/e@colum.edu 
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EGG DONORS NEEDED!. 
D;~~~A ~· f:C!t 
Come True. op~on~ 
Our egs donor program is completei:J anon.'Jmous and 
is owned .1nd opeo a ted b.'J our E'robsional and caring 
nursing st.1ff. We are in need of health.'J, non-~moking 
~emales between the ages o~ 21-}0 !JC8r!l old. L~l 
ph.tJsicians and gp~ reimhursement are available. , 
• Matches orode 9uickl!.j. 
2+17 donor support. 
847.656.8733 
773.490.EGGS 
www.egg411 .com 
lrolo0egg411 .com 
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Haithcock: 
Supported cell 
phone, smoking, 
foie. gras bans 
Continued from Front Page 
not interested in city government 
and politics, an opinion that is still 
echoed by many students. 
Jerome Gilbert a Columbia 
freshman· film and video major, 
said he doesn' t know who the 
alderman, let alone what ward 
Columbia is in. Gilbert said he 
doesn' t believe many students at 
Columbia know who the alderman 
is, especially those who don' t live 
on campus like him. 
Mercedes Baker, a sophomore 
arts aJid entertainment media man-
agement major, said stUdents 
:;hould fmd out who the aldei11lan 
is. 
" I tjtink it's important for you to 
know your community and know 
what's going on," Baker said . 
"Seeing the alderman more would 
help." 
Students ' lack of knowledge of 
the alderman and city government 
in general appears to be rampant as 
dozens of students questioned for 
the story were not able to name the 
alderman or the ward Columbia's 
campus is located within. Many 
students asked said no one bad 
made any effort to inform them of 
governmental and political hap-
penings in the area 
When Haithcock was asked 
how she personally has reached 
out to students, she replied that 
she has numerous interns. 
As an alderman, Haithcock rep-
resents tbe voice of all ber con-
. s tituents in City Hall, casting 
important -.:otes on some high-pro-
file ordinances that have been 
passed recently. 
On the smoking ban passed last 
fall, Haithcock said she voted in 
favor of it for health reasons. 
"Secondhand zmoke is worse 
than smoking," Haithcock said. "I 
think we should have clean air in 
the places we go into." 
On the recently passed ban of 
foje gras, an expenstve delicacy 
made of fatty goose liver, 
Haithcock said she voted in favor 
of the ordinance, but didn't get too 
involved wi:h the issue. 
. ·:1 just voted, I think, with my 
colleague, I didn' t get into it too 
much, he just wanted my vote at 
the time," Haitl;cock said. "The 
way they treat geese is just teni· 
ble." 
On the cell phone ordinance 
passed a year ago, Haithcock 
believes the ban on the use of 
hand-held phones while driving 
should be passed across the coun-
try, but also believes using the 
phone is only part of the distrac-
tion. 
" I think it's the conversation ' 
more than anything," Haithcock 
said, adding that she uses a speak-
er phone in her car. "People get too 
involved in them." 
Lett Hill, assistant director of 
civic engagement at the Center for 
Teaching Excellence at Columbia, 
said getting students engaged with 
their community is part of 
Columbia's history. This is reflect-
ed in the college's mission state-
ment where it says that conducting 
education in close relationship to a 
vita! urban reality serves the pur-
pose of engaging students in the 
life and culture of Chicago. 
"We hope that .our students will 
'Z7 
Mauricio Rublo/ The Chronicle 
Alderman Madeline Haithcock discusses her voting record and students' roles in the community with The 
Chronicle in her South Loop office, 1234 S. Michigan Ave., on Sept. 19. 
find ways to engage with our local, 
state, national and international 
communities based on their own 
interests and academic pursuits," 
Hill wrote in an e-l'l)ail. 
Rlake Hausman, president of the 
Columbia College Conservatives, 
didn't know who the alderman 
was, but said he believes students 
are aware o f local news and activ-
ities in city government. 
" [Students have] at least the 
knowledge of it and the ability to 
di~cuss it, I don't know how 
involved I would say they are," 
Hausman said. 
Attempts to contact the 
Columbia· College Democrats 
were made, but the organization 
was unable to be reached. 
Haithcock said that if students 
really want to see their alderman 
more, that is something she could 
do. She said that students are 
always welcome to volunteer at 
her ward office at 1234 S. 
Michigan Ave; where they could 
become involved. 
The alderman added that help 
and input on events occurring 
within the ward durir.g the sum-
mer and winter is always wel-
come. 
Although she has enjoyed her 
time as alderman, Haithcock said 
there are some drawbacks to the 
job, one being the media. 
"The city works kind of slow, 
and a lot of things that you and 
your cons tituents want to get done, 
it takes a little while," Haithcock 
said. " People don 't understand, 
they think it should happen right 
now." 
Columbia president Wanick L. 
Carter said the school has had a 
very good relationship with the 
alderman over the past few years, 
citing that she has participated in 
the holiday food drive sponsored 
by WCRX, Columbia's radio sta-
tion. 
"The alderman has been very 
supportive of Columbia and our 
mission of democratic education, 
access and diversity," Carter wrote 
in an e-mail. "She is a fan of 
Columbia as we contribute to the 
cultural vibrancy of the city of 
Chicago and has been very helpful 
and supportive as we work with 
the city on various construction 
projects." 
jewert@clrroniclemail.com 
Urban Excursions: Pilsen 
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By Jenifer K, Fischer 
Man~ni Editor 
-~ 
Color. Vibrant reds, yellows 
and blues. Some might call it 
garish, But amidst the dull, 
monochromatic backdrop of the 
city, primary colors can be as 
uplifting as morning coffee, And 
when you step off the el at the 
18th Street Blue Line stop, 
Mexican culture-inspired 
murals in these brilliant hues 
greet you. 
Pilsen's warm welcome is 
only one aspect of its charm_ It's 
generally a comfortable, laid-
back sort of place. You'd be 
hard-pressed to find any yuppies 
or hipsters in this primarily 
Hispanic neighborhood on the 
city's Southwest Side, and that's 
a good thing. Pilsen is rich with 
culture and history. It was origi-
nally settled by Bohemians in 
the mid-1800s, and it wasn ' t 
_!Inti! the 1950s that Mexican 
families started to heavily popu-
late the area, making Pilsen a 
destination for many moving to 
Chicago from Texas and 
Mexico. 
At three o'clock on a school 
day, 18th Street i~ flooded with 
children in school uniforms. 
Clusters of youngsters in crisp 
white dress shirts and navy blue 
slacks laugh and chatter as they 
fill the sidewalks, flooding from 
the Jose Clemente Orozco 
Community Academy. A vibrant 
mosaic depicting ancient 
Mexican history and modem-
day American apd Mexican cul-
ture borders the building. Art is 
everywhere. ' 
On the comer, vendors sell 
shaved ice. The smell of grilled 
com fills the air, An old woman 
sells produce from the back of 
an old blue Chevy truck. 
Watermelon and com spill out 
of the open tailgate. Baskets of 
green peppers, tomatillos, toma-
toes and chilies of all varieties 
rest beneath a nearby tree, The 
woman smiles and wipes her 
dirt-covered hands on her faded 
purple apron as she bags fresh 
purchased goods. 
Following the advice of a 
friend, I checked out Cafe 
Mestizo, 164.6 W 18th St., or to 
translate, Cafe .lumping Bean. 
More art. Vivid paintings by 
Chicagoan Pablo Serrano, the 
artist of the month, adorn the 
walls. In the comer, a small 
shop sells Spanish and English 
books, beaded jewelry and 
ornate crucifixes. Spanish music 
by a local artist plays over the 
sound system. Tlie menu boasts 
more standard coffee cafe fare 
such as veggie burgers, pitas 
and bagels, But nachos and 
chicken tamales ·are also 
options. The homemade spicy 
chicken tamale surpassed any 
I've ever had. Cafe Azteca, 
espresso with spiced hot choco-
late, and cocoa Azteea, sans 
espresso, adds cultural flair to 
the drink menu, 
Nearby the serve-yourself 
pastry cases at Neuvo Leon 
Bakery, 1634 W. 18th St., over-
flow with dozens of varieties of 
Mexican cookies and pastries, 
as well as freshly made flour 
tortillas. 
From the food to the art to the 
people, Pilsen is one of 
Chicago's most delightfu l 
neighborhoods. 
Students traveling to Pi/sen 
from Columbia can take the 
Pink Line, gelling off at 18th 
Street. 
jfischer@chroniclemail.com 
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Above Left: Located at the corner of West 18th Street and South Wood Avenue is one of many colorfully 
painted locations in the Pilsen neighborhood, Above Right: The Mexican Fine Arts Museum, 1852 W. 
19th St, is the only Latino museum accredited by th!l American Association of Museums. Below: AA 
elaborately painted house at the corner of South Wolcott Avenue and West Cullerton Street 
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NEED PHOTO GEAR? 
Want To Save Money? 
(Who Doesn't?) 
We Participate In Student I Faculty Photographic 
Equipment Purchase Plans From: 
• Bogen (Includes Manfrouo, Metz, Gitzo, Gossen, elinchrom, Lastollte, Legion Paper, Delsey. lastolte. 
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A 
SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING 
STOP BY 
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE 
WWW.COLUM fi iAC HRON ICLE.COM 
33 E. Congress, Suite 224 • Chicago 
Monday, September 25th, to pick up 
a complimentary pass (admits two) 
to a special screening 
on Thursday, September 28th 
of the first episode of the highly anticipated 
Discovery Atlas: China Revealed, 
presented in HD. Also while supplies last, 
grab an ATLAS pen and phone card! 
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Critical: 
Riders weazy of 
''massholes" 
Continued from Back Page 
Mass has become a major social 
event. Except the ride is no longer 
simply known and attended by 
cyc ling enthusiasts within bike 
culture. but non-bikers and the I ike 
have began participating, some of 
which may have an unclear under-
standing of the mass's purpose. 
Along with the increased aware-
ness of the ride and its growing 
popularity. a new set of problems 
has cropped up. 
The number of participants has 
definitely been rising according to 
Duffey, and as the number of rid-
ers participating each month has 
risen to more than a thousand, 
Critical Mass has become a differ-
ent beast with new difficulties. 
The ride has had it's share of 
problems in the United States 
since it's beginnings in San 
Francisco. 
In New York. where Critical 
Mass has attained a notorious rep-
utation with the police for riders' 
aggressive behavior, hundreds of 
cyclists have been arrested during 
the past two years. This past sum-
mer in Seattle a number of riders 
were arrested for interfering with 
undercover police officers, who 
"Police officers 
told me there was 
too much booze," 
wrote Travis 
Duffey on the 
group's e-maillist-
serv. Duffey has 
been participating 
in Chicago's Mass 
since about the 
time it began in the 
mid-'90s. 
"We're confounding 
the expectations of the 
ruling class by goofing 
around in the middle of 
allegedly failed to 
identify them-
selves while fol-
lowing the Mass. 
Thomley said 
that when he goes 
on the rides he 
likes to drift 
around, mingling 
from one rider to 
another. He said 
that because of the 
the street ... " 
- Andy Thornley, pro-
gram director for the San 
Francisco Bike Coalition 
Duffey said that 
on last month's ride along the 
city's North Side, alcohol was a 
problem and at Foster Beach, 
where the ride ended, it appeared 
that people had stolen promotional 
signs for a running race that was 
taking place the following morn-
ing. 
"I see it as a function of a large 
group. You get some drunken 
ones, you get some crazy ones and 
you get some that you probably 
want the cops to arrest," Duffey 
said. 
Ghostly: 
Neighborhoods 
adopt, care for 
bike memorials 
Continued from Back Page 
Medina memorial was bigger than. 
anticipated. 
"It was done during a Critical 
Mass ride, but I don 't think any-
body expected 400 people to 
come to a Critical Mass ride in 
January," Kaplan said. 
relationship they 
have with the 
police, they pretty much mark it on 
their calendar. 
The ride is now a staple charac-
teristic of the city with movies and 
television sh'Jws filmed there 
often placing it in the background 
as sort of a texture. 
"By now everyone in San 
Francisco pretty much knows that 
if it's the end of the month and it's 
Friday, there's going to be this 
appearance of bicycles," Thomley 
said. "It's become a legitimate 
excuse to ask your boss to get off 
Michael JareckijThe Chronicle 
Riders participating in the Aug. 25 Chicago Critical Mass gather at Daley Plaza, 50 W. 
Washington _St., just before leaving for the ride. 
early." 
The acceptance of the ride even 
caused one of the city's daily 
newspapers, The San Francisco 
Examiner, to print traffic advi-
sories informing drivers of the 
ride, Thomley said. 
In a city such as Chicago, that 
has made so many strides to 
accommodate bicycles, motorists 
may be the only ones unhappy 
with the ride. 
While in last month's Critical 
Mass waiting for the throngs of 
cyclists to pass, Jessica Hammond 
said there has to be another way 
for bikers to "show off their pres-
ence." Hammond, who was idli:1g 
in her car on Washington Street 
just west of Daley Plaza as the 
Mass was beginning, said she has 
no problem shoring the road with 
cyclists, but the cyclists have to 
share the road as well, something 
that doesn't always happen during 
the ride. 
Aside from complaints and 
honking horns from motorists, the 
rides have usually gone smoothly, 
with few arrests. · 
However, according to an email 
sent by Chicago police officer 
Mike Kuzniar to the Chicago 
Gritical Mass webmaster, several 
complaints were filed by citizens 
through the office of Alderman 
Tom Tunney of the 44th Ward 
regarding last month's ride 
through the area. 
"Numerous citizens were 
trapped in the intersection of 
Lincoln and Addison for ·quite 
some time while your ride pro-
ceeded in an unruly manner," 
Kuzniar wrote in the email that 
was forwarded to the group's list-
serv. 
Sergeant Bill Looney of the 19th 
district community policing office, 
2452 W. Belmont Ave. said the 
email was sent simply to let riders 
know that complaints were 
received. 
The alderman 's office was 
unable to comment on the email at 
press time. 
Garth Kamer, a frequent Mass 
rider since 2000, said thai although 
new riders are coming out with 
possibly different intentions, they 
are a clear minority. 
He said during the Chicago 
Critical Mass happy hour, where 
riders usually discuss the upcom-
ing Mass, there has been rising 
concern about the purposes of 
many of the new participants. 
in. 
" I guess I had the impression 
that bike culture can be a little 
closed off and a little hard to break 
into," Rigod said. "I showed up by 
myself and there was another girl 
standing there by herself and she's 
just like, ' My friends bailed out.' I 
made a couple of friends, and me 
being here only a couple of 
months, I was really happy about 
that." 
Social.stories like Rigod, along 
with the story and history of 
Critical Mass inspired Zack 
Furness to write his graduate thesis 
on biking and bike co:.mterculture 
for the University of Pittsburgh in 
200 I. Now he is expanding his 
idea into a book to be published 
by Temple University Press. 
Tentatively named One Less 
Car: Bike Culture and the Politics 
of Cycling, the book dedicates a 
chapter solely to Critical Mass and 
the effect it has on society as well 
as its social and political impacts. 
"By Critical Mass being really 
political in certain places, I think it 
really turns off a lot of folks from 
coming out to rides," Furness said. 
" It's something that is enjoyable 
and something that is fun. It cre-
ates a lot less tension on the street 
and I think people get something 
out of that." 
Furness said the politics and net-
working of the ride reside more in 
the fact that many of the riders 
have lives outside the two hours 
they are participating. Furness said 
many cyclists are becoming more 
active, whether it is through tradi-
tional forms of bike advocacy or 
by trying more do-it-yourself 
SlrJitegies. 
Kaplan noted that several riders 
had problems with the police and 
future ghost bike memorials wi ll 
entail smaller groups. 
Currently, three other memori-
als exist in the Chicagoland area. 
Division Street under Interstate 
90/94, North Avenue and 
Rockwell Street and the border 
along suburban Wi I melle and 
Evanston display ghost bikes. 
A ghost bike memorializing lsai Medina in front of the Empty 
Bottle, 1035 N. Western Ave. 
Cathy Rigod, a Columbia 
broadcast journalism major who 
took part in the August ride for the 
first time, doesn't represent the 
type of "masshole" that Kamer 
and many other regular riders are 
noticing, but rather the kind that 
are discovering Critical Mass from 
outside the bike culture to be a 
social launching pad for friends. 
Rigod, who recently moved to 
Chicago from San Francisco, said 
although she never participated in 
San Francisco's ride, Chicago's 
was much different than her per-
ception of the ride in her home-
town. She had seen a documentary 
about Critical Mass in New York 
called " We Are Traffic" and was 
skeptical about getting involved in 
the ride. When she did however, 
Rigod suddenly understood why 
so many people were doing it. 
Either way, Critical Mass has 
helped initiate a dialogue about 
transportation issues. 
Despite the growing social pop-
ularity, many on the Critical Mass 
e-mail listserv continue to cite 
concerns over the direction the 
ride is headed. While many like 
Duffey believe the ride to be a 
low-impact protest, the increased 
social awareness of the ride has 
helped people like Rigod connect 
and break into Chicago's bike 
scene a little easier. 
Although the bike memorials 
are !!ill pre~nt, their legality is 
questionable. Chicago Streets and 
Sanitation spokesman Matt Smith 
said an unauthori7-<:d memorial 
could pose danger to people. 
" I don 't think it's a good idea to 
u~ a public place to make a 
point," Smith said. "People 
~huufd be abie !o express them-
<~elvc\ but not at the public '~ ~afc­
ty." 
Smith Ufiknowledge!l that he 
ha\ not heard of the gho<~t bike 
prt>gram and to date, Street~ and 
S'dmlation, ha~ not removed any 
of the memonal, , 
ChtU!I,h " not the hnly city 
honoring <.y<.lt't' ktl lcd IJy motor 
vehk.le' New Ymk Ctly. which 
'!erved 8' an tn, ptratlon for the 
(..hlcngl> memori81•. 'turted 11 
gho1t bike pr~.~g~ttm in June 200.S 
Vlwal k nlslllnec, n IJrooklyn-
based art col:ective of eight or 
nine people, has created 22 or 23 
ghost bikes in New York City. 
Ryan Nuckel, a Visual Resistance 
artist, said most areas accepted 
the ghost bike memorials. 
"People in the neighborhoods 
take care of them," Nuckel said. 
"They bring flowers to them." 
A It hough business owners 
removed two ghost bikes, Nuckel 
sa id others have contacted Visual 
Resi5tance about damaged memo-
rials. And he said the New York 
police have nor hassled the group. 
" We' ve been pleasantly sur-
prised by it," Nuckel suid. "Our 
memorials arc pretty low·kcy und 
somber." 
According to the most recent 
study conducted by the Nutionul 
ll ighway Trufnc Safety 
Admlnistrutlon, 622 bicyclists 
were killed In motor vehicle uccl· 
dent, In 2003. 11•c N I ITS A. nh 
agency under the U.S. 
Depurtment of Trunspurtotlun. 
ll,ted 42,632 totnl trumc futull-
tlcs: one perc nt of these deaths 
were bike riders. 
The study listed 17 bicyclist 
deaths in Ill inois in 2003 and 3 7 
in New York. California led the 
pack with I 06 deaths. 
Slota said he had mixed emo-
tion~ when he found out about the 
other ghost bike projects last 
December. 
" It just made me question: 
' I low do I fit into this anymore'?'" 
Slota said. "This is n project that 
I' ve really related to for four yeurs 
and kinda considered my own." 
llowever, since thut time, Slotn 
sold he contuctcd other ghost bike 
mcmoriul participants about his 
project und he's gotten positive 
fccdbu~k nbout his work. Ho ulsu 
suid thut us n bicyclist. h~ shures 
the snmc scnt infcnt with others 
ubour memoriullzing riders killed 
by IIUI08. 
" I think whut It comes down to 
Is we oil wunt to soc the world u 
surer pluce to ride n bike," Slotn 
suid. 
~tku.YtiHIJ(tt)cirNmlclemu/1. ctJm 
"At one point I hod to step out of 
the Mass to meet someone, and to 
see the mnount of people going by 
me wnsjust ornuzing," Rlgod sold. 
"I think thnt when I was doing it I 
was more fOcused on whtlt WtiS in 
front of me. but when I aot a 
chuncc to toke n step buck, it WtiS 
kind of uwe-inspirina to me tmd It 
wnsn 't so much n oclal thin& so 
IIIU~h US it WIIS the unity." 
Before muvlna to Chlcqo 11 few 
months IIIlO• R il!od h11d nut ridden 
n bike very much, but uponaettlna 
he!l'll someoo• aave hill' une. &Ill, 
IU11od WM hetlt111t about atttlna 
involvtd with the bike 
thbt'a where rltlul Mw cemt 
Furness said the atmosphere of 
the ride tends to vary ftom city to 
city with some being more social 
than others, but the issue of redis-
tributing space as the underlyitig 
theme of Critical Mass will always 
remain pre cnt. 
"It's this Idea or mutual self'. 
responsibility 111d people beina 
able to neaoliate and take cwt of 
thlrl&s on their own twma rather 
thlln havlna the pol~ do it," 
Furness said nodna dill .)oumali t 
Dan Rilher ontt said: "Amtl'ielns 
will put liP with llftYihlna provlcttd 
It doesn't blodt lnlllc." 
I I • ,. ......... ._ ...... ....... to."'-.._ ..... ~ ... . ...... -\.-.A 
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Scoop in the Loop 
By Eric Kasang 
Aselstant aty Beat Editor 
Like a hungover person trying 
to backtrack on any embarrass-
ing exploits, Chicago, tt seems, 
is on the road to retractions. 
First Mayor Daley knocked out 
the big box ordinance with his 
first veto in 17 years. Now, the 
mayor is gearing up to try and 
repeal the foie gras ban. 
However, the city council 
should take a look at another 
useless prohibition: cell phone 
use in the car. 
.The ban, which started on July 
8, 2005, hits violators with $50 
tickets for chatting away while 
driving; $200 if a person was 
talking at the time of an auto 
accident. The exceptions are 
calling 9 11 or emergency num-
bers, gabbing while parked cr 
law enforcement officials using 
their cells while performing 
their duties. · 
However, it seems mighty 
suspect that a Chicago police 
officer would use his phone for 
anything other than a personal 
call. 
Recently this author saw one 
of Chicago's finest , while wait-
ing to make a left-tum off State 
Street onto a side street in the 
South Loop, yakking on hi s cell. 
The officer, s lumping in his seat 
while smiling and chatting, indi-
cated that his call was most like-
ly personal rather than official. 
And besides, don't the police 
commicate via radio? 
This is not the first instance of 
the Chicago police abusing this 
law while simultaneously being 
responsible for enforcing it. And 
stopping random people on the 
street would probably yield sim-
ilar stories. 
Chances are people reading 
this right now may be wonder-
SKYY's the litnit 
Somei-questi.on 
sponsorshipi'for 
StreetVV~ovie 
By Kim Driscoll 
Statr Writer 
At the comer o f Michigan 
Avenue and Washington Street, 
street musicians can be seen sell-
ing their latest CDs, as can the 
preacher who urges salvation-for 
a cash donation- and the ·home-
less StreetWise vendor who ped-
dles the weekly newspaper lor a 
buck in an attempt to support him-
self. 
StreetWise, founded in. 1992 to 
help the homeless gain self-suffi-
ciency by selling the newspaper, 
will release a new DVD next year 
'Called "StreetWise: The Movie," 
also to be sold by homeless ven-
dors on city streets. 
Some of the movie's fundraising 
sponsors however, have some 
homeless advocacy groups ques-
tioning StreetWise's motives for 
having major contributions from 
SKYYYodka. 
''The idea [for a movie] started 
after I purchased a StreetWise 
from a vendor while traveling 
from Los Angeles to Chicago," 
said Rob Federighi, executive pro-
ducer and owner of Lucca 
Productions. 
Federighi said the movie is more 
than advertisement for StreetWise, 
but it provides a chance to develop 
an understanding for the homeless 
as well. 
"We're not pushing alcohol on 
the [Street Wise] vendors," 
Federighi said. "We realize that 
many of the vendors have issues 
with alcohol .. . but we need to 
raise funds." 
The Chicago Coalition for the 
Homeless reported in ;zoos that 
approximately 166,000 people 
experienced homelessness in the 
Chicago metropolitan area, and 
ab0}1t 30 (JCrCent of the homeless 
are substance abusers. 
The issue of sponsorship by an 
alcoho l company was ·also 
addressed by Street Wise Executive 
Director Deneen Weinz. She noted 
that the pzper thought about the 
implications of sponsorship from a 
vodka company. 
" We realize the effects that abus-
ing alcohol has on many people," 
Weinz said. "We don't accept 
advertising [in the StreetWise 
newspaper] from alcohol compa-
nies, but we will allow them to 
help us." 
However, for Stacey Anewishki, 
chief program operato r for 
Featherfist, a local homeless advo-
cacy organization formed in 1984, 
there are better ways to get funds. 
"Featherfist serves 1,500 to 
2,000 (homeless] clients a year." 
Anewishki said "And we would 
not want to use a sponsor that sells 
Off the Blotter 
harr;assment 
ing why this is such a big deal. 
Well, from July 8, 2005, to July 
7, 2006, the Chicago police have 
issued 10,937 tickets for people 
talking on their cell phones 
while driving. That's right, the 
5-0 is actually enforcing the law. 
Of course, the double standard 
is not the only reason for nixing 
the cell ban. In a 2006 compari-
son study on cell phone drivers 
and drunk drivers published by 
Human Factors and Ergonomics 
Society, a group promoting the 
working relationship of man and 
machine, people using both 
hand-held cell phones and head-
sets were more likely to experi-
ence an auto accident than with-
out a phone. The study also sug-
gested that drivers with a blood-
alcohol level of 0.08, which is 
the legal limit, are just as 
impaired as people tooling 
around with a headset or hand-
held phone. 
Although it sounds like a solid 
argument for keeping the cell 
phone ban, the reality is that it 
·only covers half of the problem. 
When Alderman Burton F. 
Natarus pushed the cell phone 
ban through City Council in 
2005, the Sun-Times noted that 
alcohol because of the nature of 
the clients. They are homeless and 
suffering." 
Kevin Carmichael, CEO ·of 
Another Look Housing Program, 
said he understands the need for 
sponsorship in funding a nonprofit 
organization, but wonders if 
Street\',lise. is sending the wrong 
message by using SKYY Vodka as 
a sponsor. He owns a recovery 
home in Englewood for men suf-
fering from drug and alcohol 
abuse, and noted that business 
sense can sometimes trump moral 
and ethical issues. 
"If I take money from a drug 
dealer to support my recovery 
home, then I have allowed my pri-
mary mission to be diverted," 
Ca=ichael said. "The question is 
whether StreetWise is in business 
to sell papers or to help the home-
less. With so many how.eless being 
substance abusers, you must 
address the issue." 
"StreetWise: The Movie" is 
scheduled for release in early 
2007, and is a full-length docu-
mentary · following three 
StreetWise vendors through their 
daily struggles to create better 
lives for themselves. 
Lucca Productions held a bene-
fit Sept. 15 at the 4 Tas)e Off Rush 
restaurant to help finalize the proj-
ect that will expand StreetWise's 
newspaper sales to include the new 
DVD. 
The movie's trailer was shown 
during the fundraiser and was well 
received by those in attendance, 
including Don Nelson, a 41 -year-
Stocking up? 
the alderman sponed a Motorola 
wireless, hands-free phone. He 
promoted the idea that people 
have more control of a car with 
a headset than a hand-held 
phone. 
If Daley is successful in 
repealing the foie gras ban and 
bringing back an overpriced 
fatty liver extracted from a 
force-fed goose, the least the 
mayor could do is nix the cell 
ban. After all, driving around 
with a headset is no better than 
holding on to the phone. 
Still, one merely has to idle in 
a Columbia building lobby or 
even outside when classes end 
to see students streaming out of 
doors and elevators with cells 
latched to their ears. While pro-
ponents will rally about public 
safety, an underlying reason 
may also play a part in maintain-
ing the ban. 
After all, with Columbia 
boasting around 11 ,500 stu-
dents, many who drive to 
school, and the police hunting 
down phone-chattering 
scofflaws, that's a lot of green 
for Chicago. 
ekasang@chroniclemail.com 
Keith Blshton/ The Chronicle 
Herman Hatch sells StreetWise 
near Roosevelt Road and 
Wabash Avenue Ool Sept. 20. 
old StreetWise vendor, whose life 
story will be chronicled in 
"Street Wise: The Movie." 
Nelson was homeless and living 
in a shelter three years ago, but 
was kicked out because the shelter 
did not consider selling SlleetWise 
an official job, a requirement for 
living in that particular shelter. He 
continues to sell Street Wise today, 
and is no longer homeless. 
Nelson is excited at the idea of 
selling "Street Wise: The Movie." 
" It must be good, because I'm in 
it," Nelson beanled. 
Federighi said he wants people 
to see that the homeless "have the 
same basic concerns we have." 
Critical Mass !}des ' agai~. 
1 Tbe massive' bicycl~ tnovi• 
mept ,.meets at Pi!Jey Center , 
Pli za, 50 W. Washington St., at' 
'5:30 p;m. >Sept. 29. Bicyclists 
'rille every final Friday of the 
month 'regardless. of weather. , 
The event .is free.' ·~:·· 
<:::..:· £.;;..·.>'. ik 
i;. ;etro$pec.ti ve o'r Tnusician 
S'a111 Cooke called "S,reallcin: 
of;tj(e ~Jues" will 1>¢ pte$ent~d 
at> the Harold Wasbington 
Library, 4® S. State at . 
· S p .m. Sept. 29. 
or•-at-·n..,r>h«w Erik vro~en. Will 
Ongoing harassment 
On Sept. 17, a 45-year-old man was charged with 
shoplifting 13 packages of Duracell eight-pack bat-
teries from a Jewei-Osco located at 1234 S. Wabash 
Ave. Police responded to a call from the store secu-
rity guard when the man attempted to leave without 
paying for the batteries. The batteries were valued at 
$94.97. 
On Sept. 15, an 18-year-old man was walking on 
a sidewalk at 1400 S. Wabash Ave. when a 16-year-
old girl and four unknown teenage males approached 
him and threatened to "fuck him up." The girl then 
pulled out an eight-inch kitchen knife on the man 
while the four other teens surrounded him making 
similar threats. The man ran to the I st District police 
station and reported the incident. The four male teens 
were unknown to the victim, but the girl has threat-
ened him in the past. A warrant was issued for the 
girl for aggravated assault. 
Theft and getaway vehicle 
On Sept. 16, a 30-year-old man leaned his 
unlocked bike against a bike rack near Grace 
O'Malley's, 1416 S. Michigan Ave. The man was 
waiting for a friend in the restaurant. When he went 
outside, the man noticed his silver Trek bike missing. 
'P.;e bike was valued at more than $300. 
Singin' tbe police custody blues 
Police on patrol observed an altercation between a 
50-year-old man and employees at Buddy Guy's 
Legends, 754 S. Wabash Ave., on Sept. 18. The man 
attempted to sell items he found on the street to 
patrons of the bar. The man refused to leave and 
police arrested him for cri!llinal trespass. 
Where was the girlfriend when this happened? 
Police responded to a fistfight between a 36-year-
old man and a 30-year-old man at a residential com-
plex at 1130 S. Michigan Ave., on Sept. 17. The men 
were fighting over a common girlfriend and had bro-
ken into the building's rear service door after being 
denied entry by the 64-year-old doorrnan. Both men 
ad'llitted that they had no business in the building; 
police arrested them for criminal trespass. The build-
ing manager and doorman signed complaints against 
the two men. 
Compiled b)' Cltrofuc/e .Jtaff tltrough iii/Or1'n4tiort pruvided b} the Chi cage Police Departme01 t. 
• 
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Talk fast, ride slow 
Final installment of The Chronicle~ series on Chicago bicycling 
A crowd of bicyclists take a break at a n intersection during the Chicago Critical Mass Aug. 25. A 
Chicago police officer stops to help block the street 
Chicago Critical Mass 
gathering new riders 
with different ideas 
By James H. Ewert Jr. 
City Beat Editor 
To some cyclists it's a sacred tra-
dition. To others, a slow-moving 
cocktail party and to some 
motorists, a bane of their dri ving 
existence. 
Regardless of the perspective, on 
the last Friday of every month rid-
ers from all over the world gather 
in their respective cities to partici-
pate in Critical Mass, a monthly 
unorganized ride without any form 
of leadership or hierarchy. 
The meaning behind the ride is 
consistently debated, but one thing 
remains constant--<:yclists take 
over the streets once a month to 
present themselves as traffic- not 
an obstruction to it. 
In Chicago. it begins at Daley 
Plaza, 50 W. Washington St., at 
around 5:30p.m., rain, shine, sum-
mer or winter. Right as the evening 
rush hour is reaching its peak, hun-
dreds of bikes begin descending 
upon the plaza; street bikes with 
fixed gears, freak bikes six feet tall, 
bikes with stereos, bikes with bar-
becue grills on the front, bikes with 
wagons, bikes carrying children. 
At the plaza people pass out fly-
ers of bike literature that debate the 
purpose of public space and maps 
detailing different routes for the 
ride to take. The maps will be 
voted on later by those at the plaza 
who are participating. 
The atmosphere seems like a 
low-grade bohemian carnival bor-
dering on the hysteria of a circus-
li ke parade. When the maps are 
voted on, Critical Mass is ready to 
ride. 
"We' re confounding the expec-
tations of the ruling class by goof-
ing around in the middle of the 
street and that's always been a big 
part of why Critical Mass is so 
appealing," said Andy Thomley, 
program director for the San 
Francisco Bike Coalition 
What was once a survival tech-
nique for cyclists in Beij ing trying 
to cross impenetrable walls of 
automobile traffic, and a form of 
advocacy for cyclists, Critical 
See Crttlcal, Page 30 
Chicago Kickball --
reaching first base 
Unsatisfied players 
start own league with 
cheaper playing fees 
By Matt Woronko 
Staff Writer 
The Saucy Intruders, Our 
Lady of Perpetual Shenanigans 
and James Brown Celebrity Hot 
Tub may not seem like tradi-
tional team names, but they are 
all part of Chicago Kickball, an 
untraditional league. 
Unsatis fied with· paying the 
fees for the Wo rld Adult 
Kickball Association, a major 
U.S. kickball league that also 
spans the globe , James Crook 
and a few friends started their 
own league 
150 people are involved in the 
league now, which has ·a wide 
array of participants, from col-
lege studenis to 40-year-olds. 
The league originally had eight 
teams and has recently expand-
ed to I 0 with the current fall 
season. 
"We try to grow each year, and 
we might switch to one big sea-
son," Crook said. " Since we 
have a summer and fall season, it 
might bli easier to have one long 
summer season, rather than start-
ing later and freezing later on." 
One factor that helped . the 
league out was the local media. 
Publicatio ns like Time Out 
Chicago and Chicago Magazjne 
have profiled the league and 
informed readers about the new 
called Chicago 
Kickba ll this past 
s ummer a fte r 
playing in the 
regional brackj!t 
o f WA KA for 
three years. 
"I think it's more fun 
when you take care of 
everything yourself." 
orgarli z ation . 
Crook also said 
that word of 
mouth helped 
too. 
Currentl y, the 
regist ration fee 
fo r WAKA is 
$60-$70, w hich 
- Anthony Piccoli, 
Chicago Kickball member 
and Columbia College grad 
student 
Columbia grad 
student Anthony 
Piccoli, another 
league member, 
was amazed at 
the progress 
va ries due to fac-
tors like location and the 
requirements needed to play on 
certain fields. Chicago Kickball 
offers the same benefits as 
WAKA, like uniforms, equip-
ment and discounts at a bar or 
restaurant in a division's area, 
for around $40. 
"Unlike WAKA, our fees go 
back into the league and help 
benefit everyone," Crook, said. 
"We are one of the largest non-
profit kickba ll leagues." 
Crook estimates that about 
Chi c a g o 
Kickball made 
within the frrst few weeks. 
"We had one guy take care of 
the sponsorship, another took 
care of the bills and I took care 
of scheduling," Piccoli said. "I 
think it 's more fun when you 
take care of everything your-
sel f." 
Crook went on to say that a 
magazine article inspired him to 
create · a new league for 
Chicago's kickball fans. 
" My roommate had ESPN 
See Kickball, Page 24 
Ghostly presence A picturesque room 
Art project evolves 
into memorial for 
fallen bicyclists 
By Eric Kasang 
City Beat Editor 
When San Francisco artist Jo 
Slota started his ghost bike pro-
gram in 2002, he wanted to create 
ur!Y.tn poetry that paid homage to 
discarded bicycle parts. 
" l had seen bicycles that have 
been abandoned on the strceL~ and 
have been stripped," Slota said. 
" !hey rea lly stcx>d out to me; they 
looked like skeletons." 
By 2005, Slo ta·, ghost bike 
project had evolved from his 
white-painted l>ikcs to roadside 
memorials li>r rider. killed hy 
automohilcq. lind taking ' ' cue 
from New York City and St. l AJuis 
memorials, Chicago has t>cgun to 
honor tho!IC riders. 
"lliC g)K>«t bike memoria ls arc 
l>1~yde~ p11intcd white and placed 
in tiiC locaticm where ;, rider died 
"' a rc•ult ol ;,n accideul w11h 
arll>fll(,'f vehicle. ( Jllcn attached to 
a s tret.1 lamp or hike rack, the 
IIICIIIUriaJ !W>IOCfi lriCq ha• II plaque 
' " ' 'W' '"""'nng ti iC dc~ca•cd. ·r he 
mcmurHtlq ai"-O rcprcqcnt ;, need h1 
Lmot~o ' ' ""'J.(er hicy~l c· •a lcty luws. 
llltlot•ll0oot 111Hy "'"Clio like ll <f oq 
Ira<-'""'· the fl<" ll(lohwlonnli 
response is positive. Howard 
Kaplan, who helps run Chicago's 
Ghost Bike program, said commu-
nities help out with the memorials. 
''People in the ne ighborhood 
keep the bikes clean," Kaplan said. 
"They get adopted by the neigh-
bors." 
Kaplan explained that Chicago's 
Ghost Bike program is a loose 
association of bike enthusiasts. He 
said three to ten people actively 
handle the memorials and the col-
lective consists of members from 
Critical Mass, local bike clubs like 
the Rat Patrol and Scallywags, ns 
well a• independent riders. 
Despite the different views o f 
the purposes of biking among the 
various groups, Kaplan said they 
handed together for this project. 
"The idea strikes a chord wi th 
people, and they come !CJgcthcr to 
honor bicyclists," Kaplan suid. 
The lirst (' hicugo rnemoriul 
tcx•k place in Januury 2006 to 
honor 50-year-old lsui Mcd inu, 
who died from 11 h it-und-run. 
Although initiully instnlled nl 
the accident site nl ( 'urtcz uml 
Wcste rro uvenues, the bike hns 
since f>ccnmoved to n hike ruck In 
lronl of the l(nlply llottle, 1015 N. 
Wcslcrro 1\vc .. ncur the ori~ct inn l 
mcllloriul silo. 
Kupl11n s11 ld tlot '""'"" ' li •r the 
<;oo Ghoet bike, fJogo JO 
11 vluw lrtsld o tho ' Mosslvo Cha ngo: The Future of Globa l Desl&n' exhibition a t the Muaeum of 
Contumpurory Art, 220 E. Chicago Avo. The exhibit, wl1loh runs throua h Dec. 31, explom tht 
powur ond rus po ns lbl ll tlos of dos lgn us It runs though everyday life. 
